This annual compilation explores the history of small colleges in five articles that focus on the "uses" of this history in facing current debates concerning institutional directions. A brief introduction by Harold S. Wechsler addresses the role of institutional history for the small college. The first article is "Celebrating Roots: Sesquicentennials and the Distinctiveness of the Liberal Arts College" by John S. Whitehead with additional comments by Jurgen Herbsi and David B. Potts. It suggests that historians face a major challenge in reconciling the college-university dichotomy. The second paper is by Ted I. K. Youn and Karyn A. Loscocco and is titled "Institutional History and Ideology: The Evolution of Two Women's Colleges." It compares the contrasting decisions of two women's institutions, Wheaton College (Massachusetts) and Russell Sage College (New York), as they considered moving to coeducation in the light of each institution's history. Next, Yuval Dror in "The Hebrew Technion in Haifa, Israel (1902-1950): Academic and National Dilemmas" examines the role of the small technological institute in national development. The fourth paper, "Requiem for a Pioneer of Women's Higher Education: The Ingham University of Le Roy, New York, 1857-1892" by Richard L. Wing, points out the importance of the goals set during the founding period for understanding subsequent institutional history (and eventual demise). A final review essay, "Places Where Status Is Sought" by Nancy Hoffman, reviews books on the history of teaching, tracing the development of schools of education. (Individual papers contain reference notes.) (DB)
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"IT IS, SIR, AS I HAVE SAID, A SMALL COLLEGE. And yet, there are those who love it," Daniel Webster told the justices of the Supreme Court as he was finishing his famous oral argument in the Dartmouth College case. But, Webster added another thought before resting his case. "Sir," he told Chief Justice Marshall, "I know not how others may feel (glancing at the opponents of the College before him), but, for myself, when I see my alma mater surrounded, like Caesar in the senate house, by those who are reiterating stab after stab, I would not, for this right hand, have her turn to me and say, Et tu quoque mi fili! And thou too my son!"

No, most university partisans—historians and other faculty members, presidents, students—do not approach the small college dagger in hand. But John Whitehead’s symposium of the small college in this volume of the History of Higher Education Annual includes important caveats for university advocates. Some historians of education, despite a two-decade historical reevaluation, still view the small college through (hostile) lenses, dismissing them as inconsequential or intractably parochial.

Historians, Whitehead suggests, should abandon tacit partisanship and instead study the rich history of small college life on its own terms. These studies may facilitate comparative analysis, evaluation of the impacts of individual leaders on an institution, determination of continuity and change in mission, and scrutiny of the relationship between the curriculum and the extracurriculum. The historian’s outlook, Whitehead adds, reflects an asymmetric relationship between large universities and small colleges. Members of small college communities, he notes, are often more cognizant of university history than vise versa.

The Annual explores the history of small colleges, by focussing on the “uses” of this history. Should small colleges, often in financial difficulty, continue to do only what they do well, or change their mission by creating (profitable) programs for new constituencies? Russell Sage and Wheaton—no strangers to changes in mission—opted against coeducation during the wave of institutional transformations in the 1960s. But in the late 1980s, Ted I.K. Youn and Karyn Loscocco note, both colleges invoked historical explanations to justify divergent decisions—Wheaton, to coeducate; Russell Sage, to remain a single-sex college. Understanding the founding period and subsequent institutional history, the authors add, is relevant to the current debate, though it does not “dictate” a path, either towards continuity or change.
Richard L. Wing’s study of Ingham University emphasizes the importance of the goals set during the founding period for understanding subsequent institutional history. Superficially, Ingham University—a key nineteenth century educator of women—appears too closely identified with its founders, and thus failed to survive into the twentieth century. But Wing suggests that Ingham had little alternative. The two founding sisters, Marietta and Emily Ingham, provided the initial capital, and the academic leadership that enabled a small seminary to become a six-division university in 1857, 20 years after its founding. But at several key points in its history, the Inghams gave men—the Presbyterian Synod; later, local business leaders—responsibility for keeping the institution financially afloat. Neither group performed as desired, nor did the male “chancellors,” vested with formal responsibility for leadership by the institution’s male trustees. Marietta and Emily, deferring to male authority, thereby had their achievements “undercut by men who served the institution poorly and eventually contributed to its demise.” Ingham University, Wing concludes, “surely deserved a better fate.”

Yuval Dror considers another type of small institution—technological institutes—and their role in national development. The Technion became Israel’s premier technical institution after independence (1948). But by then, it already faced familiar problems—how to divide resources between preparatory and collegiate divisions, how to define a clientele, and how to relate the institution to other new institutions that were simultaneously defining their own missions. Nancy Hoffman’s review of books on the history of teaching raises, in turn, similar questions. Would nineteenth century “ed schools” evolve into general or specialized institutions? Can a college or university retain local links—and a communal ethos—as it moves into regional, national, and even international arenas?

Small colleges today constitute a substantial proportion of American higher education institutions. Perhaps these colleges will more easily define their place in the academic universe by learning their own histories, and how other small colleges invoked their histories.
Celebrating Roots: Sesquicentennials and the Distinctiveness of the Liberal Arts College

JOHN S. WHITEHEAD

The University of Alaska Fairbanks

RESPONDENTS: Jurgen Herbst, The University of Wisconsin-Madison
David B. Potts, Wesleyan University

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN HISTORIANS OF higher education write about liberal arts colleges? Few issues in the historiography of American higher education draw as much heated debate as the dichotomy between the values and traditions of the liberal arts college and the research university. Historians who value the research tradition often view liberal arts colleges as elite and homogeneous, and equate the liberal arts tradition with the preservation and transfer of existing knowledge. These historians depict the research university as heterogeneous and democratic, and link the research tradition with the creation of new knowledge. Must university partisans inevitably portray colleges as places that never awakened to research? Must defenders view liberal arts colleges as preservers of values lost in the university? Can historians reconcile these formulations, or is partisanship inevitable?

John Whitehead, author of The Separation of College and State, posed these questions to a panel of historians of higher education while preparing to address several liberal arts colleges during anniversary celebrations. Jurgen Herbst, author of From Crisis to Crisis, and David Potts, author of Wesleyan University, 1831-1910, responded. Penny Martin of Bowdoin College moderated the discussion, which occurred at the 1990 History of Education Society meeting in Atlanta, Georgia.

"Celebrating Roots" begins with Whitehead's opening remarks. The replies of Jurgen Herbst and David Potts evaluates the characteristics of small academic communities. Whitehead then summarizes the audience reaction and explains how he incorporated the panel and audience comments into the talks he gave a few months later at Beloit College and the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The college-university dichotomy, he observes, remains strong in the academic mind. Historians still face a major challenge in reconciling these two vibrant strains.
INTRODUCTION: JOHN WHITEHEAD

When I envisioned this session and recruited the participants, I had in mind a brainstorming session to share ideas and experiences on an important question: Are the histories that we write—particularly the histories of liberal arts colleges—of any value to the students, faculty, alumni of those institutions, or are they rarely read and quickly forgotten? Put another way, do colleges have any interest in their history, or does the press of current events eliminate time for, use of, and interest in the past?

My concern stems from a talk I gave in October 1989 marking the 160th anniversary of Illinois College and from an address I am preparing for the 145th anniversary of Beloit College. At Illinois College, I discovered a strong sense of heritage and history that stood in contrast to a decided indifference to institutional history at Yale, my alma mater. As a Yale student, almost a quarter-century ago, I wrote a long research paper, with the help of Jim McLachlan, on the antebellum colleges founded by Yale graduates. My colleagues evinced little interest in the subject, except for Jim and George Pierson. Richard Hofstadter’s debunking “Old Time College” set the tone of interest in collegiate history at the time, and many institutional studies still focused on the rise of the research university. Yale itself, evincing little enthusiasm for any of the colleges founded by its graduates, saved its greatest indifference for the colleges that did not become universities. The Yale history department faculty, in fact, considered my interests quaint.

After my undergraduate days, I thought nothing more of this research until February 1989, when I received a call from Illinois College—one of the first colleges founded by the Yale Band, a group of Yale graduates, in 1829. The college, preparing to celebrate its 160th anniversary, wanted a Yale-connected scholar to speak on its early history. Ten years earlier Illinois College sought a speaker for its sesquicentennial. The college wrote to the dean of Yale Divinity School, where many members of the Yale Band had studied after Yale College, asking if someone could speak on the college founders. The dean’s secretary, ignorant of these illustrious alumni, forwarded the letter to the director of the Yale Marching Band. This musician told the Illinois College officials that they must be mistaken about their history. No members of the Yale Band had gone to Illinois in the 1820s since the Yale Band was organized after World War I. So much for Yale’s interest in—or knowledge of—frontier collegiate history! Illinois College officials persisted, and finally reached the divinity school dean. I promised to speak at the sesquicentennial.

This time, Illinois College called the Yale history department first and was directed to me at my present position in Alaska. I accepted the invitation, dusted off my old notes, and read up on William Jennings Bryan, the college’s most famous graduate. I was skeptical that Illinois College had a real interest in its past since no one had ever revised Charles
Rammelkamp's 1929 history of the college. For the sesquicentennial, the college merely condensed Rammelkamp's chapters and carried the history forward 50 years. I assumed, incorrectly it turned out, that the college was as indifferent as Yale to its nineteenth century past, and that my invitation was the obligatory and perfunctory nod to history that occurs at anniversary celebrations.

I was mistaken. The college literally reveled in its history; faculty members and many students were aware of the college's origins. The Yale Band was widely commemorated, and people knew the members by name—Julian Sturtevant and Theron Baldwin, in particular, were held in avuncular reverence. The college indeed traced its present day distinctiveness to its preservation of the unique sense of community and mission inaugurated by the Yale Band in 1829 and maintained over the ensuing decades. This preservation effort included the persistence of debating societies that dominated nineteenth century campus life, but that long-since disappeared on most other campuses. These flourishing societies, now part debating team and part social fraternity, remained in their original buildings. Undergraduates in one society proudly showed me letters written to their group by Abraham Lincoln. Members of the rival Sigma Pi Society revered a portrait of former member William Jennings Bryan that hung above the debating podium at an angle that had secret significance.

My talk, "The Yale Band and the Collegiate Ideal," emphasized the mission of the founders to bring "civilization," sound religion, and liberal education to the anarchic Illinois frontier. I turned to two other topics: the efforts of the Western College Society that aided Illinois College and other midwestern colleges, and the liberal arts philosophy of the 1828 Yale Report, issued just before the college was founded. The heritage of Illinois College, I explained, included a success generated from apparent failures. Illinois College had vigorously tried, but failed, to become the state's land grant university. This failure allowed Illinois College to maintain a sense of community and family that it might have lost had it realized its ambitions.

The last part of my talk focused on the legacy the college received from its 1881 graduate, William Jennings Bryan. Bryan was more than just a distinguished alumnus. In 1903, resting between his second and third run for the U.S. Presidency, Bryan chaired the board of trustees of Illinois College. He caused a major upset when he opposed acceptance of a large gift from Andrew Carnegie. Carnegie's tainted money, Bryan claimed, would taint the college. When Charles Rammelkamp, the young president of the college who later wrote the 1929 history, disagreed with Bryan, the Great Commoner resigned from the board. Bryan, I concluded, raised an issue in 1905 that only surfaced at Yale in the 1970s, with the concern over South African investments. The source of a gift, Bryan insisted, affected the values of a college, regardless of how the college spent it. Bryan, I noted, added a western dynamism to the heritage of Illinois College by attempting to alter the insti-
tution’s intellectual and financial dependence on the east. The audience seemed especially appreciative of these comments on Bryan. Illinois College community members revered Bryan, but no one was quite sure why. The college had long wondered how to reconcile this affection with the Scopes trial spectacle and with Bryan’s near-loss of the Carnegie largess.

After the speech, I participated in a colloquium with representatives of Beloit, Grinnell, Knox, and Wabash Colleges. These representatives asserted that their present day distinctiveness also lay in the preservation of the nineteenth century collegiate communities they inherited. The participants knew the precise circumstances of the founding of their colleges—an interesting contrast to the ambiguous, murky story of the ten ministers who gave their books to found Yale—and were equally aware that their colleges had not become large state or research universities. Their colleges consequently retained a sense of family and a commitment to undergraduate education, in contrast to larger neighboring institutions. Preserving older, but not outdated, values, panelists argued, permitted them to attract students who could easily attend larger, cheaper institutions.

The college representatives showed little concern with curricular content, save that it was liberal, not vocational, and believed that the curricula of a liberal arts college and a large state university did not differ greatly, though the personal manner of teaching did. Family, mission, and historic origins—not a distinctive or innovative curriculum—made their colleges unique.

So much for the Illinois College conference. I concluded from my visit that certain colleges have a distinct sense of history, and have maintained “an organizational saga,” to use Burton Clark’s term, for generations after the original founders died. I call this historic consciousness a “sense” or a “feel” because their written histories are often 50 to 60 years old. Beloit, still relies on Edward Dwight Eaton’s *Historical Sketches of Beloit* (1928). Illinois and Beloit faculty members have written historical vignettes of the founding years for alumni and local history journals, but both colleges lack a professionally written institutional history. Along with this sense of history I found a quest to refine the feeling—to find out exactly what made them and what they are celebrating. The mission of the Yale Band was clear to members of the Illinois College community. But no one understood the importance of the Yale Report in directing Illinois College in a liberal arts, rather than a vocational, direction, or the meaning of Bryan’s contribution to the college.

Some colleges conclude that they need a written history, particularly as they approach major anniversaries. To help us write histories that are meaningful to professional historians and to the institutions themselves, I will ask each panelist some preliminary questions: Have you experienced this “sense” of history at institutions you work with? Drawing upon your study of the history of nineteenth century American colleges, what are the
significant historical experiences to celebrate? What items from past history make these institutions distinctive in the late twentieth century? If there are still Hofstadterians among us, what aspects of the nineteenth century colleges should we still castigate?

RESPONSE: JURGEN HERBST

Much has been said in praise and defense of the small liberal arts college. We tend to see it through the haze of dimming memories nostalgically recounted by alumni and alumnae, and we find it portrayed as "a haven in a heartless world" by skillful public relations experts. Safety, warmth, morality, and long-tested knowledge are promised to its students, and parents are assured that their children will be nurtured by a wider family which will prepare them for the trials of life.

Many, though not all, find these appeals irresistible. Those who do, I recognize as "the small college type:" men and women, boys and girls, who respond to the attractions of family and community, who seek comfort and sustenance within small groups of like-minded friends, and who, in many ways, prefer social homogeneity—whether of gender, class, race, or religious faith—to heterogeneity. I juxtapose this type to its opposite, "the large university type:" individuals who, for the satisfaction of their needs, prefer, or even demand, many and varied social, intellectual, and spiritual opportunities available to them in large and multiform institutions.

Whether small college or large university type, individuals do not choose their preferences so much as they discover them. They feel at home in a small college, they will tell you, or they maintain that they need a large university in order to thrive. That is why there can be neither praise nor blame attached to anyone's preference. American students are fortunate, indeed, to have the luxury of choice between small colleges and large universities—whichever fits their temperament and answers to their needs. This cannot be said of many other parts of the globe; certainly not of most of continental Europe. How, then, are we to understand this singular opportunity of choice?

Historians are prone to approach that question through a study of origins. How did the American small liberal arts college develop? Where did it come from? We find its antecedents in our European past of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the arts faculties of continental European universities, the local lycées of France, the gymnasia illustria of the German countries, the colleges, dissenting academies, and public grammar schools of England. In their different settings all of these institutions were small preparatory schools devoted to classical-scientific instruction. Their curricula may be traced back to the artes liberales as taught in the arts faculties of the medieval universities. There the study of grammar, logic, and rhetoric provided basic training in the Latin language, and exercises in
arithmetic, geometry, and the natural sciences familiarized students with the language of numbers.

This study of the language arts was understood to be pre-professional—it aimed to equip future secular and ecclesiastic leaders and professionals with linguistic and numerical skills, and to ground them in moral philosophy. After they had received such basic instruction and ethical orientation, students were deemed ready to continue their education in the professional faculties and eventually join the ranks of their society's elite.

During the Middle Ages, these studies provided opportunities for upward mobility to young men from all strata of the population and set apart students as aspirants to elite status. In subsequent centuries, they bequeathed to their schools and their contemporary equivalents the aura of selectivity and the claim to superior standing, not only in the world of learning, but in society as well. Increasingly, an education in the liberal arts came to be associated with social preferment.

Latin grammar schools and colleges in the American colonies inherited this tradition, but a competing type of education beyond the elementary level gained ground in the second half of the eighteenth century. Academies, grammar schools, and eventually high schools gradually withdrew from, or never adopted, the standard liberal arts course and its moral indoctrination. Instead these institutions offered vocational training, instruction in social skills, the natural sciences, and modern languages, and an introduction into the obligations and privileges of democratic citizenship.

The colleges were left as the undisputed claimants to the European tradition of the liberal arts. As spelled out in the famous Yale Report of 1828, the college course resembled the program of the French lycées, the English colleges, and the German gymnasium. It carried as well the emphasis on moral education and the aura of social exclusivity which, to be sure, derived far more from the promise the college held for the future of its graduates than from the reality of the social, ethnic, or racial composition of its student body. As David Allmendinger has demonstrated so well, the realities of curricular program and of the social background of the students did not always conform to the picture painted by the Yale Report.

Nonetheless, the image of the small liberal arts college—particularly when in the second half of the nineteenth century it became identified with the denominational college—was characterized by its emphasis on morality and a basic literary-scientific curriculum. Its small size and residential nature, with its emphasis on family and community coherence, added a touch of parochialism, if not narrow-mindedness. If it was associated with a particular religious denomination or secular philosophy and if it revealed in its selection of students particular biases of class or race, that parochialism might be seen as snobbishness or bigotry. In this fashion we may understand why ambiguity so often dogs the reputation of the small college. While some see it as the nation's best hope for raising future lead-
ers from a wide and varied pool of applicants, others find its appeal marred by exclusivity and its atmosphere poisoned by conceit and arrogance.

Do colleges recognize their own vulnerability to these conflicting images? Some certainly have, and we find them struggling to shape a new image for themselves. They have begun to adopt small graduate programs and to add or increase research requirements for faculty members in the hope of becoming small universities. Others opt to capitalize on their traditional strengths and cultivate their reputation of being superior and exemplary teaching institutions. Whichever path they adopt, American small liberal arts colleges know that they cannot rest on their past record. They will have to find ways to adapt to a world in which big institutions, a diverse student body, and a variety of educational aims constitute the modern challenge.

RESPONSE: DAVID POTTS

What is of value and what is worth celebrating, John asks, in the histories of venerable liberal arts colleges? To begin a longer list of such items, I suggest two major assets.

The first is a vivid sense of their own histories. An understanding of continuities in their “organizational sagas” enables them to define and assess changes. They can sustain a well-informed receptivity to change as a normal process in the plate tectonics of institutional development.

Not all venerable colleges possess a strong sense of their histories. A range of attitudes toward this asset is illustrated by the three institutions in my teaching, administrative, and scholarly career. Gettysburg College (1832) best uses its history for self-understanding. Union College (1795) has a healthy regard for its past, but has many miles to travel if much historical and analytical yield is to emerge from a fast-approaching bicentennial. Wesleyan University (1831) disconnected itself from much of its past in the early 1960s and entered a time warp. Some observers view Wesleyan as a museum of the late 1960s, static and reluctant to change. Without a sense of its past, Wesleyan has trouble defining its present identity and planning for its future.

Colleges in close touch with their pasts are prepared to pursue the central injunction of liberal arts education: seek self-knowledge. This injunction, though usually applied to the individual learner, can also benefit an institution. Sustained attention to the historical dimension of institutional identity allows planners and decision makers to see beyond the beginning and end of a five-year spread sheet. Historians can play a potent role in the presents and futures of our liberal arts colleges by helping them to develop and sustain a critical ownership of their heritage.

A second asset shared by any venerable colleges is a commitment to critical thinking as the central process in liberal arts learning. Histories that probe the pride and provincialism, victories and vulnerabilities, decisive-
ness and drift of colleges honor this tradition. Richly contextual approaches to a college’s heritage exemplify the philosophical essence of liberal education.

The highly influential Yale Reports of 1828 oriented liberal arts colleges to the primacy of mental discipline. Protected by Yale’s philosophy from persistent pressures for ever more specialized instruction and highly specific career training, colleges were uniquely positioned to focus resources on the general development of skills associated with critical thinking and precise communication. The intimacy of professor/student encounters permitted use of the recitation method and class discussions to stimulate individual cognitive growth. These colleges have much to celebrate in the past and present versions of this tradition.

RESPONSE: AUDIENCE (reported by John Whitehead)

The Atlanta audience, like Herbst and Potts, was cautious about small liberal arts colleges. These scholars might be historically comfortable with the antebellum college, but they had reservations about the late twentieth century college, which many had left behind for the freedom of the university. Some respondents even suggested that colleges were terra incognita. When one person asked, “Do they [small colleges] see themselves as homogeneous or diverse?” another person responded, “Oh, they see themselves as diverse.” The “they” pronoun predominated as audience members spoke of colleges. Most audience members used Herbst’s “small college”–“large university” typology, and saw themselves in the university camp, though one member suggested that the labels were “messy” and led to an unfortunate categorization.

Some people asked if college histories could be sharply critical or if the celebratory theme was mandatory. Paul Conkin’s Gone with the Ivy, a discussant noted, was so critical of Vanderbilt that Conkin had to seek publication via the University of Tennessee Press. This discussant did not note that Conkin’s work shows that the problems of homogeneity and exclusivity are as readily found in the research university as in the small liberal arts college.

The most heated audience response came in reaction to the “family” quality of the liberal arts college. A family, Herbst noted, could be oppressive as well as caring. He recalled teaching at a college with an authoritarian president who tolerated no views other than his own. I suggested that the family atmosphere of the college might appeal to students who saw the family collapsing in modern day society. But some audience members retorted that the family was “changing,” not “collapsing,” and expressed concern that the liberal arts college might not represent the changing nature of modern families. What kind of family did the liberal arts college exemplify, they asked—a traditional male-dominated family? Would students from
non-traditional families feel comfortable in small colleges? Some audience members admitted that their universities lacked a sense of family, but they worried that a return to the close communities or families of the liberal arts college might stifle them.

Having listened to these comments in Atlanta, I wondered what I could tell the upcoming audience at Beloit. The response in Atlanta, to be frank, was not what I had anticipated. The revisionary stance on the antebellum college had in no way closed the personal gap many historians still saw between small colleges and large universities. A few months later I had the opportunity to experience that gap once again as I spoke at Beloit College and then at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

BELOIT AND MADISON: JOHN WHITEHEAD

Beloit, like Illinois College, was clearly aware of its heritage. The campus itself retains the historic buildings and the landscape of a nineteenth century New England college transplanted to the West. Knowledge of the specific details of that heritage, however, was less well defined than at Illinois. Beloit has long called itself a "Yale of the West," but the audience treated my talk on the Yale Report and the tight curricular grip that a group of transplanted Yale tutors held on late nineteenth century Beloit as new information. Beloit students and faculty were much more informed about the early twentieth century heritage the college developed in anthropology and archaeology. Everyone knew that Beloit anthropologist Roy Chapman Andrews later became the prototype for Indiana Jones.

During my visit I sensed that Beloit was eager to reestablish a link to its nineteenth century heritage as a unifying factor. In the 1960s and 1970s the college embarked on a new curriculum called the Beloit Plan, which introduced a year-long trimester system with a mandatory field term away from the campus for volunteer social service. The plan, emphasizing interdisciplinary and international curricular experiences, attracted a more geographically and intellectually diverse student body and placed Beloit in the national spotlight as an innovator in liberal arts education. But the cost of operating the college on a year-round basis and financing the field trimester led Beloit to declare financial exigency in the mid-1970s. The college abandoned the plan and returned to a traditional two-semester program, but retained some distinctive features such as the international programs. Alumni now often divide themselves as pre-Beloit Plan, Beloit Plan, and post-Beloit Plan graduates. A return to the college's early heritage would help to re-unite Beloit graduates as the sesquicentennial approaches. Students are encouraged to write on college history, and a pamphlet on the education of American Indian students at Beloit in the 1880s has appeared.
I told the Beloit audience about the concerns expressed by the "large university" types in Atlanta, and suggested that the college could protect itself from the "consequences of closeness" by remembering an historical watershed. In the 1890s, a group of faculty members who were also Beloit alumni, announced that Beloit was "no more the western Yale," thereby freeing the college of its overdependence on the Yale classical curriculum. Stagnation, I suggested, could be overcome as long as it was recognized. The Beloit audience was less concerned with the problems of smallness than the group in Atlanta, since most listeners were "small college types."

The next day I went to the University of Wisconsin-Madison at Jurgen Herbst's invitation. My Madison lecture, "Madison and Beloit: 150 Years of Education in Wisconsin," brought together "small college" and "large university" types, though the individuals did not initially know who was who, I suggested that both Beloit and the University of Wisconsin had their origins in the religious-educational tradition of the 1840s, and pointed to instances in which the history of the two institutions had been intertwined. Two Beloit graduates, for example, had been presidents of the University of Wisconsin—Thomas C. Chamberlin (Beloit, 1866), credited with transforming Madison from a nineteenth century college into a research university, and Robben Flemming (Beloit, 1939). The reverse, I noted, was also true. Martha Peterson, Dean of Students at the University of Wisconsin, became president of Beloit in 1975, and some 20 percent of Beloit's current faculty members were Madison graduates.

Some of the proclaimed differences between Beloit and Madison, I added, were exaggerated over the years—particularly as the state university tried to show the legislature that it was "more than just another college." Present-day Beloit and Madison students had almost identical SAT scores, but Beloit's student body was only 88 percent Caucasian compared to 92 percent at Madison. Madison was larger, but was it more diverse?

Chemists at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, I noted, recently expressed concern over the low percentage of Madison undergraduates who pursue Ph.D.'s in the sciences. The scientists pointed to large introductory lecture courses as a problem. "You can't turn Madison into Beloit College," one chemist said, "...but we hope to offer students the opportunity to be in small classes where they have close interaction with faculty members." The Oberlin 50, a group of small colleges, found that 8.2 percent of their graduates went on to take Ph.D.'s in science between 1946 and 1976, compared to 4.3 percent of Big Ten university graduates for the same period. Large universities, I suggested, might indeed learn from small colleges, particularly in curricular approaches to the first two years of undergraduate education. Should not Beloit and Madison jointly celebrate their 150 years together in Wisconsin?

The audience focused its attention on the science statistics. Some Madison faculty members, despite the quotations from their colleagues,
wondered if small colleges had the facilities to offer junior and senior level work in science. How could small colleges possibly do a better job in science education than the large universities? Could small college graduates go immediately to university Ph.D. programs or did they require a preparatory year? Dean Parker Marden of Beloit replied that small college graduates had no trouble being admitted to Ph.D. programs in the sciences, and that many small colleges encourage summer internships in larger laboratories.

The diversity issue also elicited reaction. A Madison teaching assistant in chemistry insisted that motivating Beloit students to science careers was easier because the students were more homogeneous and came from more elite backgrounds. Madison instructors were faced with socially and intellectually heterogeneous students who were more difficult to motivate. Dean Marden’s rejoinder that 70 percent of Beloit students were on financial aid did not overcome the insistence on small college eliteness. Others suggested that more graduates of small colleges later pursued Ph.D.’s in science because the colleges specifically prepared them for graduate work. These respondents resisted the idea that small college teaching might be more interesting and hence arouse students to go on to graduate work.

The session ended when a Madison graduate student said, “I’ve been listening to this, and I just want to say that I was an undergraduate at Beloit, and the student body there was much more intellectually and socially diverse than I have found here. I really knew students of other races at Beloit. The same thing doesn’t happen at Madison.”

After the Madison talk, I reflected on my two-year quest from Illinois College to the History of Education Society to Beloit College to the University of Wisconsin-Madison. I first discovered that keen sense of history at Illinois College. I assumed that historians of higher education, particularly those working in universities, were interested in this historic sense, but learned in Atlanta that their interest was ambivalent, at best. In hindsight, I should have accentuated the dismissal of college history that I initially encountered at Yale. The “Yale Band”–“Yale Marching Band” confusion was more significant than I originally imagined. Small midwestern colleges were simply not on the mind of late twentieth century Yale officials regardless of the historic connection. Nor were they on the minds of university-based historians.

Jurgen Herbst’s observation that people are “small college” or “large university” types by their own nature rings true. Indeed there are two sets of institutions in the United States to satisfy those personal affinities. But small colleges and large universities do not go their separate ways never to meet, though their interdependence is better understood at the colleges than the universities. Students and faculty at small colleges are very aware of large universities. Students seek graduate education in the universities and faculty members know that the standing of their college is enhanced by
placing students there—the Oberlin 50, not the Big Ten, compiled the data on undergraduate choices for graduate work.

The reverse—university recognition of interdependence—rarely occurs. Faculty members at universities, particularly those who earned all of their degrees at universities, are only vaguely aware of small colleges and their educational traditions—even when many of their graduate students come from them. The reverence for the Bryan portrait in the Illinois College student debating hall was a fitting symbol for the historic sense of the small college. But, the Wisconsin graduate student who said, “I went to Beloit and it was more diverse” is an equally fitting symbol of the blindness of the university to the small college elements within it. The graduate student resembled the “invisible man” of Ralph Ellison’s novel. And, as is often the case when minorities come in contact with majorities in America, the college minority is often better informed than the university majority.

Writing about colleges is a formidable task for research historians who all too often have identified with the values of the university tradition or have forsaken the college tradition because of a negative personal experience. The historian is thus an admitted partisan—often of the other camp—when writing college history. American higher education, as Jurgen Herbst noted, is distinctive for its diverse institutions and traditions. To understand the full dimension and diversity of American higher education, historians have to recognize, and deal with, the small college tradition. That tradition may distress some of our colleagues, but it is ever present.

NOTES

Editor’s note: John Whitehead is the author of footnotes 1-1 and 6-7; Jurgen Herbst is the author of footnotes 3-4; David Potts is the author of footnote 5.


5. This pamphlet contained not only a two-part report from the faculty but also a report from a committee of the Yale Corporation. It was published as Reports on the Course of Instruction in Yale College. Hence I advocate a change in current usage from singular to plural, yielding as a short reference: Yale Reports of 1828.

Emma Willard, founder of Troy Seminary, which eventually became Russell Sage College. *Courtesy:* Russell Sage College Archives.
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IN THE LATE 1980s, WHEATON COLLEGE in Massachusetts and Russell Sage College in New York faced what had become an inescapable decision for women’s colleges: whether to remain single-sex or to become coeducational. Wheaton officials rejected the college’s historic mission in favor of coeducation. Russell Sage reaffirmed its identity as an educational institution for women. The similarities between two organizations that made different choices when faced with similar environmental forces, present a unique opportunity to examine the forces that predict continuity or change.

At first glance, each college appears to have calculated rationally in arriving at its decision. Wheaton effected a major transformation during relatively favorable economic conditions. The college had just successfully completed a $26 million capital campaign, and had balanced its budget for the 22nd year in a row. The chair of the board of trustees reflected: “We are in a position of strength; we should make a major strategic move now.”1 Russell Sage College, though less prestigious and financially far more vulnerable, clung stubbornly to the concept of single-sex education for women, but only after careful search and deliberation. After a period of tumultuous debates, Russell Sage’s leaders concluded that the college could carve out a unique niche by continuing to fill a crucial gap in educational choices for women.

On closer examination, however, these outcomes represent more than institutional responses to financial considerations—indeed, the more vulnerable institution stood by its historic mission. Nor is increased competition for enrollments—the rationale offered by the leaders of the two colleges—a sufficient explanation of their responses. The historical and organizational context, we believe, is an independent dimension that affected the gathering, use, and interpretation of information needed to make the decisions.

Our account of the two decisions begins with a history of each college, emphasizing explanations of decision making that focus on the institutional
aspects of organization-environment relations. The exclusion of women from higher education during the nineteenth century led Emma Willard, Catharine Beecher, Mary Lyon, and Eliza Baylies Wheaton to establish seminaries for women. When these seminaries, beset with constant financial difficulties, were criticized for a lack of rigor, some educators implemented reforms; others transformed their institutions into colleges that imitated the higher education typically offered to men. In both cases, environmental pressures led to conformity among organizations in a particular field. This push to isomorphism is powerful; organizations make choices that lead them to resemble one another even if this push is neither rational nor efficient. Dominant organizations compel weaker and vulnerable organizations in the field to imitate their seemingly successful and legitimate institutional form. The more vulnerable organization selects the most appropriate routine from the apparently successful organization.2

Recent literature on decision making questions the assumptions of earlier "rational choice" models that deem organizational decision making necessarily purposive, involving the systematic maximizing of utility.3 Our historical evidence shows that choices in organizations often are made without regard to goal-related preferences. Decision makers ignore their own stated preferences especially as environmental uncertainty increases. Intentions and actions are connected loosely in making decisions; rituals and symbols often matter more than the outcome of the decision.4 Indeed, symbols often construct realities that ameliorate post-decision disappointments since the consequences of the choice are unknown in advance.5

Our inductive analysis of the choices made by these two colleges draws on interviews with key organizational decision makers and their consultants, newspaper accounts, internal memos, proceedings, and newsletters, and published histories.6 Placing these case studies in their historical context illuminates the relationship between decision making and organizational change, and identifies the linkages.

WHEATON: FROM FEMINISM TO A NEW PARTNERSHIP

In January 1987, the Wheaton College trustees considered a coeducation proposal, largely based on a subcommittee report showing that fewer women were willing to enter an all-female college.7 The trustees appeared to arrive at their decision quickly, but postponed final action until the May meeting to "allow for wider consultation with members of the Wheaton family, including sharing our findings and convictions and soliciting their views."8 Campus constituencies responded negatively to the announcement. Shock, anger, and sadness were evident at the class meetings held later the same day and at the next faculty meeting. Stunned students and alumnae characterized the action as "rubber stamping" and questioned the swiftness of the decision.9 Lawsuits ensued—a predictable reaction at a
college that once renamed its bachelor of arts degree the "bachelor of sisterhood."\textsuperscript{10}

The trustees, backed by the president of the college, stood firm. On May 24, the board chair sent a letter to the members of the Wheaton College community, stating that "the trustees have reached their decision and the trustees expect the implementation of coeducation at Wheaton College to proceed as quickly as possible."\textsuperscript{11} The president expressed sympathy for the concern of students and alumnae, but argued that "we are vulnerable to forces beyond our control....The College we all love cannot remain indefinitely as it is."\textsuperscript{12} Asked to respond to criticisms of the decision, the president added, "Can you imagine a corporation letting its shareholders decide on long-range planning issues? Colleges aren't just like corporations, but it is not a bad parallel."\textsuperscript{13}

Our interviewees used the language of rational and willful choice to interpret the decision. A concern for the declining rate of female applicants in recent years, the trustees and president insisted, outweighed student and alumni opposition. "It was a matter of making several value choices in facing applicant market problems," the outgoing chair of the trustees explained:

Do we shrink to a smaller institution? Do we lower our quality? Do we go for a more aggressive recruitment plan? Or is the coeducation plan a viable option?

We cannot possibly reduce our college size and maintain a quality liberal arts program....not much you can do to lower the standards. Our recruiting staff have been pouring in 150 percent energy. One can only do so much for the recruitment....That leaves only one possible option.\textsuperscript{14}

The trustees, the chair noted, demonstrated that "someone was running the place." The faculty, he added, had its chance.

Our faculty were asked to think about the future of our college several years ago. The faculty members were the principal actors to examine our future. But they were unable to reach a concrete agreement regarding the future plan. We were seeing a growing crisis of applicants but we were drifting. In 1986, it became clear that the next principal actors were trustees. The trustees met and started to work on a long-range plan.\textsuperscript{15}

The trustees and president unabashedly emphasized the departure from former institutional routine by promulgating a new mission for Wheaton. "An examination of massive shifts in work and family patterns," the president said, "...calls for the creation of a new kind of partnership between men and women. We need a new model, neither male nor female ori-
Coeducation, decision makers argued, would solve the problem of uncertain enrollments, though this specific solution actually presupposed the problem. Wheaton's leaders, invoking an interpretive language of "a new partnership between men and women," thereby matched the solution to the problem.

RUSSELL SAGE: "THE FUTURE IS FEMALE!"

Some Russell Sage faculty members began to discuss the future of the college in 1985. A trustee-established enrollment options committee then examined the Sage applicant pool and enrollment patterns, as well as reports from other single-sex colleges that recently became coeducational. Russell Sage, a less prestigious private college than Wheaton, might have successfully competed for students with public four-year colleges that charged lower tuition by offering more comprehensive undergraduate professional programs. But, transforming Russell Sage into a coeducational college would have entailed many difficulties, especially generating major capital for athletic facilities, sports teams, and residence halls.

Still these rational dimensions were not of primary importance to the enrollment options committee when it ratified Sage's single-sex status. "For more than 70 years, the college has been a place where women excel," concluded the committee chair, "We believe they will continue to excel. We have confidence that the environment provided by Russell Sage College will make that difference."17 "It is obvious the trend has been the other way. I think we have accepted the difficult challenge," a committee member added, "so if we can keep our high standards, we will be unique. That is our niche."18 The president of the college, acknowledging that he had once favored admitting males, now said that the trustees' 19-to-1 vote for remaining single-sex "was what we had hoped for." The decision, he added, would have pleased Emma Willard, the founder of Troy Seminary, which eventually became Russell Sage College.19 It certainly elated most members of the Russell Sage family. Two faculty members led a procession to a statue of Emma Willard, where they hung a banner that read, "The Future Is Female!" Student marchers then floated 1,100 balloons, one for each female undergraduate. Each balloon said: "It's a girl!"

Why did the same problem—maintaining future enrollments in the face of a steadily declining applicant pool and looming financial uncertainty—produce two different responses? The record suggests that differing environmental conditions affected these institutions.

Almost all private colleges faced the problem of enrollments during the 1980s, but small single sex colleges were especially affected by declining numbers of applicants. Figure 1 shows that Russell Sage experienced a 48 percent decline in applicants from 1978 to 1987—a dramatic change.
Wheaton, in contrast, kept roughly the same level of applicants throughout this period.

How selective was the institution—how many applicants were admitted and how many enrolled? Was Russell Sage in a better position than Wheaton? There were signs of hard times at Russell Sage. Figure 2 shows that Sage annually admitted almost nine out of ten applicants to meet its enrollment goals throughout the 1980s. Wheaton had a more comfortable margin than Sage, though most applicants to the Seven Sisters colleges considered Wheaton a less-prestigious, safer third or fourth choice. The ratio of admitted students to applicants in the same period at Wheaton was four to ten, although the picture was becoming increasingly competitive in 1986-87.

Which college was more secure financially? Wheaton had just completed a successful sesquicentennial capital drive by raising $26 million in 1987. By 1987 the total voluntary contributions to Wheaton rose to eight times larger than its 1970 level. Russell Sage, on the other hand, struggled with a smaller than $4 million endowment and raised less than $2 million annually. The college substantially relied on tuition revenues to meet operating expenditures. (See Figure 3)
Figure 2: Proportion of Accepted Students from Applicants at Russell Sage and Wheaton 1978-1987

Source: College Entrance Examination Board

Figure 3: Total Voluntary Support for Wheaton and Russell Sage Colleges 1969-1988

Source: Annual Voluntary Support of Education, Council for Aid to Education
How could the weaker, more vulnerable institution remain a single-sex college, while the more selective, wealthier college adopt coeducation? What explains these puzzling outcomes?

ISOMORPHISM IN HISTORY

Examining the evolution of classes of organizations—in particular, the emergence of an “organizational field”—helps to explain institutional transformation. Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell define an organizational field as the “structuring” of a particular institutional form into a set of similar organizations that “constitute a recognized area of institutional life” and form patterns of coalition. The organizational field assures the development of mutual awareness among similar colleges that are involved in a common enterprise. A college’s organizational field includes colleges that share applicant pools, types of curricula, and specific educational goals. The concept, though, is neither rigidly defined nor static. A college that shares applicant pools but not curricula, for example, may be part of a focal college’s organizational field. The concept helps to explain decision making because disparate organizations exhibit strong isomorphic propensities, or mimetic tendencies, as they form an organizational field.

Wheaton and Russell Sage were “structured into” two distinct organizational fields, partly as a result of differences in their institutional histories and their clientele. These adaptations help to explain the different environments that Wheaton and Sage faced, and the different responses offered. To demonstrate the power of isomorphism among organizations in the same field, we examine the histories of Wheaton and Russell Sage during two key periods in the history of women’s higher education: the shift from the seminary era to the women’s college era, and the subsequent move from women’s colleges toward coeducation.

The early nineteenth century movement for the education of girls, who would be “the rearers of children and the moral companions of men,” met little opposition. Before the 1850s, however, such education did not extend to the colleges. Instead, women’s collegiate level education was carried out largely in seminaries denoted by high standards and stern discipline. The women who led these seminaries—including Emma Willard and Eliza Wheaton—believed strongly in the educational emancipation of women and in preparing women to earn a living. Emma Willard founded Troy Seminary (which eventually became Russell Sage College) in 1821. Eliza Wheaton was instrumental in founding Wheaton Seminary in 1834, which began with a sizable endowment from her father-in-law in memory of his deceased daughter. Graduates of the early seminaries established more than 90 additional seminaries, enrolling over
11,000 students before 1872. Figure 4 shows the pattern of seminary and college foundation.

Seminaries never enjoyed a stronghold in higher education. Representatives of male colleges constantly criticized the seminaries for their lack of substantial endowments, their limited programs, and the tendency for a proprietor-principal to control seminary life and curriculum.

After the Civil War, three developments challenged the continued existence of the seminaries. During the 1850s, Mary Sharp and Elmira College introduced an alternate, collegiate education for women—deemed more progressive by leading educators. The period of women's college founding is bracketed by Vassar College, which opened in 1865, and Sarah Lawrence which opened in 1910. In between came Smith (1875), Wellesley (1875), Bryn Mawr (1880), and Mills (1885). Second, by the late 1860s, most states mandated the availability of public secondary education for women. The opening of Oberlin (1837) and Antioch (1852) as coeducational colleges also challenged the seminaries. Leaders of the early women's rights movement were convinced that coeducation was essential for women's emancipation from their "separate sphere" and for gender equality in higher education.

Rhetoric about domesticity remained important after the Civil War, but many American families increasingly recognized college education as "a good investment" for women. The female seminaries felt these environmental pressures keenly. "You are aware of the problem which confronts a school of this grade," the newly appointed president of Wheaton Seminary told the trustees in 1897, "The rise of high schools on the one side and the rise of colleges on the other have squeezed us thin. What shall we do to be saved?" As colleges became the socially recognized institution for women, most seminaries, Table 1 shows, adopted a collegiate form of organization—either single-sex or coeducational. Remaining seminaries were viewed as outdated particularly after the 1880s. Dense ties among seminaries meant that changes in one institution almost necessitated changes in closely-linked organizations. Such institutional changes gained added legitimacy by conforming to the evolving rules of external organizations, including standards set by professional associations and accrediting institutions.

Wheaton Seminary maintained its enrollments until the 1890s when it experienced serious financial problems as matriculations declined. The coup de grace occurred in 1893, when Mount Holyoke, a seminary that resembled Wheaton but with a stronger reputation and prestige, became a college, thereby undermining Wheaton's legitimacy. Similarly, the successful establishment of Vassar College and especially of Simmons College (1899) may have prompted the eventual transformation of Emma Willard's seminary into Russell Sage College. Simmons College was an important
guide for Eliza Kellas, the first president of Russell Sage, in the early years of her administration.\textsuperscript{36}

Table 1: Institutions Offering Degrees to Women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Institution</th>
<th>1834</th>
<th>1880</th>
<th>1920</th>
<th>1960</th>
<th>1988</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Seminaries (Diplomas)</td>
<td>96*</td>
<td>62*</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Colleges, Private (Bachelor's or First Professional Degrees)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>29*</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>(Est.)</td>
<td>288**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coeducational Colleges, Private (Bachelor's or First Professional Degrees)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>762</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

American Colleges and Universities, 1904-1985, American Council on Education, Washington, DC.

Note: Institutions offering degrees beyond bachelor's degrees or first professional degrees are not included.
**From the estimates made by the Coalition for Women's Colleges, Washington, DC.

Figure 4 shows waves of events in the history of women's colleges that demonstrate streams of change in organizational form. Major seminaries were instituted between 1821 and 1834; leading women's colleges were founded between 1870 and 1880. Seminaries that became colleges between 1910 and 1920 became coeducational colleges in 1986 and 1987, whereas women's colleges that were founded between 1850 and 1927 became coeducational in 1968 and 1969. Particular events within a period may thus trigger the emergence and diffusion of new forms within clusters of closely connected organizations.\textsuperscript{37}

Organizations habitually seek solutions to analogous problems from the sources that provided satisfactory solutions in the past.\textsuperscript{38} Colleges, for ex-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hartford Sem. for Women (1828)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich Sem. (1826)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheaton Sem. (1834)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wheaton Coll. (1911)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simmons Female Coll. (1899)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women's Coll. of Baltimore (1885)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women's Coll. of Frederick (1895)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elmira Female Coll. (1855)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connecticut Coll. (1910)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vassar Coll.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skidmore Coll. (1911)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Lawrence (1926)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wellesley Coll. (1875)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smith Coll. (1875)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bryn Mawr (1880)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mills Coll. (1885)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barnard Coll. (1899)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The year in parenthesis indicates the year of the founding of the college
*Colleges remained as single-sex institutions
**Hartford closed in 1836, and Ipswich closed in 1834.
ample, often look for new employees where they have found satisfactory employees in the past. Senior level managers, we’ve already noted, move within the same institutional circle. Colleges tend to adopt successful curricular models from similar organizations, and to look for applicants from similar pools.

Isomorphic change helps to explain historical patterns of transformation among women’s colleges as well as the recent outcomes at Wheaton and at Russell Sage. In the history of women’s higher education, pressures to conform to forms of “legitimate” organization forced weaker, vulnerable seminaries to model themselves after the collegiate form. Then, structurally equivalent, but separate, institutional fields emerged within the “college” rubric. These fields became sources of “mutual awareness among participant organizations” and legitimacy.

Wheaton and Russell Sage both evolved from female seminaries into selective private institutions dedicated to the higher education of women, but when important differences emerged, they identified with colleges having similar student demography, size, wealth, types of curricula, and prestige—not with each other. Wheaton’s history, for example, included other examples of swift decision making at the expense of caution. Wheaton’s president, contemplating a rapid change from seminary to college in 1910, was unsympathetic to the anger and frustration of opponents who “deplored the changing nature of education for women, as many still did when they surveyed the drive towards collegiate education and the concept of adopting ‘men’s ways.’” Emma Willard, in contrast, opposed a college education for women, while emphasizing curricular reforms among seminaries.

Willard’s stance became institutionalized into a pattern of deliberation and caution when the seminary and the college contemplated change. Troy Seminary, for example, did not acquire a collegiate charter until the Russell Sage family provided a substantial sum of endowment in 1916.

The Russell Sage “family” demonstrated greater loyalty and commitment, measured, for example, by comparing the annual giving patterns of alumnae. Figure 5 shows that between 1975 and 1988, a crucial period of declining enrollments for both colleges, Russell Sage increased the percentage of alumnae participation from 30 percent to 48 percent, and the amount of donations from $150,000 to $420,000. During the same period, Wheaton lost a sizeable number of alumnae contributors, though the total amount of voluntary support increased.

Wheaton used more elaborate admissions criteria that yielded students from fairly homogeneous and socially privileged backgrounds. Russell Sage’s selection processes and greater emphasis on vocational education led to the recruitment of heterogeneous students with diverse career aspirations. From the outset, Emma Willard and her pupils stressed the importance of preparing women for work as well as for family roles.
Russell Sage and Wheaton, having entered into different organizational fields after becoming colleges, looked to different institutions for solutions to the enrollment problem. The enrollment options committee at Russell Sage College initially gathered data from many sources, but focused on a small group of closely related, similar institutions. A committee member reported:

"We were no longer paying attention to tons of data collected by our committee staff. We agreed only to read reports prepared by two colleges which recently became coeducational institutions: Skidmore College and Vassar College....Vassar College's report was different...partly because Vassar used the coeducational curriculum as a device to improve its academic programs, namely its fine arts program. Vassar was interested in male students who might be fine arts or performing arts majors. Finally, we studied the situation at Skidmore and Simmons....any items from [Skidmore and] Simmons caught our eyes."46

The targets of information were thus narrowed to Skidmore College, which had recently become a coeducational institution and Simmons College, a single-sex institution since its founding.47 A Skidmore dean had collected anecdotal evidence that women were hurt by coeducation, and concluded that "at Skidmore, women are increasingly discouraged from par-
ticipating in campus leadership positions.” The report, despite its limited scope, profoundly influenced Russell Sage’s decision-makers. “That really did it!” the president exclaimed, “even though we were suspicious of this before.” Information about single-sex education at Simmons College strengthened the case. Longstanding ties between Russell Sage and Simmons College were strengthened by personnel exchanges. Several faculty members moved from Simmons to Sage, and the Russell Sage president was previously the Simmons provost. Leaders at Russell Sage noted that Simmons admitted women of diverse ages, while enhancing career-oriented programs such as nursing, business, and public service. A career education alternative for maintaining enrollments was particularly suited to Russell Sage, with its diverse curriculum that emphasized vocational and public service. Prior financial crises led Russell Sage to create graduate, evening and adult, and junior college divisions that enhanced tuition revenues. Therefore, leaders at Russell Sage focused on information from Simmons, a single-sex institution with a student market similar to its own and with considerable emphasis on vocational education for women. Having reaffirmed its commitment to single-sex education, the Russell Sage institutional network continued to include Simmons and Hood.

Though never a strong competitor to the Seven Sisters in the enrollment market, Wheaton’s continued emphasis on selectivity and a strong liberal arts curriculum led its officials to be more attentive to Wellesley, Smith, and Mount Holyoke than to less selective colleges, despite other dissimilarities. But during the coeducation controversy, Wheaton chose to align itself with leading New England coeducational colleges—Williams, Bowdoin, Trinity, and Connecticut. Wheaton trustees assumed responsibility for long-range planning after the faculty reported its inability “to reach a concrete agreement regarding the future plan.” A perceived “growing crisis of female applicants,” instilled a sense of urgency in the trustees. The trustees appeared to rely on an impressive number of information sources, but accorded special weight to the experiences of Vassar, Goucher, Connecticut College, and Skidmore—similar colleges that recently and successfully adopted coeducation. At least two Wheaton trustees, and some faculty representatives, visited Connecticut College to learn about that college’s transition to coeducation. The president of Wheaton stated that the Twelve-College Exchange, coeducational schools that formerly had been single-sex, would provide a strong reference group: “Wheaton can learn much from their experience as we make our transition from single sex to coeducation.” Institutional mimicry was not conducted in a predatory or coercive fashion; the successful institutions in a field were willing to assist followers.

Why, then, didn’t Wheaton reaffirm its single-sex mission, thereby following Wellesley, Smith, Bryn Mawr, and Mount Holyoke? Such a reaf-
firmation would have further weakened Wheaton’s declining standing in the prestige hierarchy among women’s colleges. Wheaton could now distance itself from the hegemony of the Seven Sisters. After a year of coeducation, one senior administrator at Wheaton stated, “We no longer have to sit in the backyard of Wellesley, Smith, and Mount Holyoke and be regarded as a rather distant cousin. We are now looking at leading coeducational college markets.” Wheaton drew closer to similar former women’s colleges that opted for coeducation, such as Connecticut College and Skidmore College, and to formerly male colleges, such as Bowdoin and Trinity.

Table 2 displays patterns of student choice of colleges among groups of institutions that include Russell Sage and Wheaton. This table shows a fair degree of stability in the list of Sage competitors between 1985 and 1988—years that straddled the decision to remain single-sex. Wheaton, in contrast, moved into a different institutional field—including Williams, Bowdoin, Trinity, and Boston College—after becoming coeducational.

Table 2: Approximate Ranking of College Choices among Applicants to Russell Sage and to Wheaton College

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simmons</td>
<td>Mount Holyoke</td>
<td>Simmons</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithaca</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Ithaca</td>
<td>Mount Holyoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siena</td>
<td>Skidmore</td>
<td>Siena</td>
<td>Boston College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skidmore</td>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>Skidmore</td>
<td>Vassar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vassar</td>
<td>Wellesley</td>
<td>Vassar</td>
<td>Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hood College</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trinity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table was constructed from the College Entrance Examination Board’s annual survey of college applicants. Rank ordering is based on requests made by applicants to send their SAT scores to respective institutions. Such a request is not necessarily an indicator of seriousness since the student still is at a tentative stage of the application process. Therefore, this table is no more than an approximation.

*In 1988, Wheaton admitted males for the first time.

Isomorphism thus helps to explain the development and transformation of our focal colleges. To understand the dynamics of isomorphism, we examined how rules and actors drove these organizational actions. Theories of organizational decision making have recently undergone substantial change. The classical form of decision making assumes that organizations base choices upon well-defined preferences. Our interpretation is not based on the self-evident assumptions of the classical theory of choice. Rather, the logic of choice making at these organizations was more context-
tual and interpretative, conditions within which institutional isomorphism had an effect. Recent research suggests that ambiguity beleaguered organizational life. Ambiguous preferences, for example, challenge the conventional logic that preferences precede action in decision making. Preferences, instead, are discovered through action. Thus, it is more important to interpret and understand the meaning of a decision retrospectively than to judge the outcome.

Initially the Wheaton and Russell Sage decision makers conducted systematic inquiries with an eye to the consequences of their decisions, as the rational model would predict. Wheaton trustees, claimed the board chair, seriously considered coeducation because of "economic necessity and survival of the college in the long run." Yet the decision makers disregarded much information that might be used in choice making as each college faced increased ambiguity. Leaders focused on key institutions in the field perceived to be central to their choice. Wheaton trustees emphasized reasonably successful transformations from single-sex to coeducation at Connecticut, Vassar, and Skidmore. Wheaton, the trustees concluded, would fare better if it moved out of the organizational field encompassing Wellesley, Smith, and Mount Holyoke since the college lacked their endowments, prestige, and applicant markets.

Wheaton trustees, lacking foreknowledge of the consequences of their decisions, made their decision according to historical and organizational appropriateness, rather than on the basis of a systematic search for the optimal alternative. The record included no discussion of "the new partnership between men and women" before the decision, but the president emphasized a redefined coeducation in subsequent speeches aimed at assuring constituencies about the wisdom of the move. Wheaton leaders moved to a "construction of intention" after the fact.

Historically based rules for defining action also guided the decision at less prestigious and financially more strained Russell Sage, where the choice to remain single-sex might have caused more short term damage. The enrollment options committee, after making a choice consistent with these norms, tried to match their intention to the action. Russell Sage's multidivisional structure appeared to provide a buffer that accorded rationality to the decision to remain single-sex. But the buffer was clearly inadequate, since the college experienced a substantial decline in applicants between 1978 and 1987. More likely, decision makers harnessed this logic after the fact to bolster their decision. In any event, Russell Sage officials did not compile the information that might justify further expansion of an applicant pool that already included aspirants to many different programs.

Indeed, the information collection process at both colleges involved surveillance, not a systematic search. Wheaton and Russell Sage gathered massive amounts of information. But Wheaton and Russell Sage offi-
cials, respectively, emphasized anecdotal evidence from Vassar, Connecticut, and Goucher, and from Simmons and Skidmore. This evidence was not an ingredient for action but a source of reaffirmation of "appropriate" organizational choices. As ambiguity about the probable success of the chosen alternative increased, decision makers created symbols that acknowledged the organization's shared interpretation of reality and minimized or deterred post-decision disappointments.

Faced with potential enrollment declines, the president of Wheaton took pains to show how the college's problems matched the solution with the symbolic "new partnership" in coeducation. Such an explanation or interpretation was found by linking Wheaton to traditional single sex colleges that recently became successful coeducational colleges—Connecticut, Skidmore, and Vassar. The search for an institutional model and mimetic actions were critical to Wheaton's actions.

Russell Sage officials, paying more attention to the symbolism of the decision than to the possible consequences, had less need to invoke shared values. Still, these officials offered mixing "education and the world of work" in vocational programs, such as nursing and business, as a symbol for those who might need it—a symbol in keeping with the philosophy of Emma Willard. The association with Simmons College—a successful single sex institution with similar organizational goals—reinforced the choice made at Russell Sage. Decision makers at each college, nevertheless, constantly reassured their respective communities that they had made legitimate and responsible choices after careful planning, analysis, and systematic use of information.

Most conventional studies of decision making treat choice in terms of a decision process that defines constraints and opportunities placed on participants, but some recent studies emphasize that the allocation of attention among decision actors explains outcomes. James March introduced the idea of "choice opportunity." Decision making in an organization may be dependent on who is available to attend to which problems at a given state and who is attentive to which solutions. The idea is that individuals and groups are involved at different points of decision processes; not all individuals and groups in an organization exercise their influence simultaneously. Complexities associated with the allocation of attention often result in unexpected outcomes in decision processes.

At Wheaton, the president asked the faculty planning group, which he established in 1985, to examine the problem of declining applicants. The president and the trustees hoped to have a plan of action from the faculty group, but the year went by without taking any concrete action. The vagaries of demands placed on faculty members and the divergent attention spans and interests of faculty actors led to an emphasis on curricular issues, especially women's studies, at the expense of coeducation. The faculty effort to tackle long range planning, including coeducation, a senior fac-
ulty member lamented, led to the establishment of two dozen ad hoc committees and many hopelessly divided debates.\textsuperscript{71}

The trustees grew impatient as they observed a stalemate largely caused by weak faculty leadership. Wheaton's 1986 applicant market condition, they concluded, demanded a decisive move. The trustees held retreats in which the problem—the relatively smaller number of female applicants and the implications for future enrollments—and the solution—coeducation—became clear at the same time.\textsuperscript{72} This confluence presented a "choice opportunity" for the trustees. "In a position of strength," the chair argued, "we should make a major strategic move now."\textsuperscript{73} The lack of sustained attention among the faculty leaders presented an opportunity for the trustees, led by a decisive chair, to claim the coeducation issue.

Russell Sage trustees confronted many important issues in early 1987, and coeducation received less trustee attention than decisions involving the physical plant and curriculum.\textsuperscript{74} The trustees drifted from a mild interest in coeducation to inattention and indecisiveness. The faculty planning group, in contrast, extensively studied the issues related to coeducation. Vocal leaders from the social sciences and women's studies discussed detailed analyses of how coeducation might or might not work at Sage. An active group of alumnae, which held at least a dozen planning meetings over two years, supported this faculty activity.\textsuperscript{75} By the time the trustees studied the situation, the issue rode on a larger wave of support from faculty, students, and alumnae. A majority of the trustees had little to add to the prevailing opinion, while anecdotes from Skidmore College that suggested a damaging effect of coeducation swayed the undecided board members. The connection between the problem and the solution then seemed at hand. Actors, problems, and solutions in organizations, in these two cases, were loosely linked. The logic of choice making, therefore, may be explained partly by the allocation of attention among diverse actors. The point at which particular groups gained access to the decision processes in these organizations seems to have affected the type of information deemed useful.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

During the nineteenth century, observed Carl N. Degler, the movement for female education spread swiftly and successfully, but higher education was viewed as a male prerogative because it prepared students for vocations restricted to men.\textsuperscript{76} Seminaries were the alternative institutional form of women's education; they were later replaced by women's colleges. Seminaries and early women's colleges, plagued by financial difficulties and criticized for their less rigorous curricula and unqualified faculties, soon modelled themselves after what appeared to be more legitimate and more successful forms.\textsuperscript{77}
We have examined the role of isomorphism in explaining contrasting key decisions that represent further steps in the evolution of two single-sex colleges. The history of women's educational institutions suggests the importance of organizational networks for understanding the decisions at Wheaton and at Russell Sage. Each college was part of a defined structure, or organizational field, in which changes in one organization led to changes in others. Wheaton may have modeled itself after Connecticut College, while Russell Sage turned to Simmons College to reaffirm its single-sex structure.

A historical dimension may often be critical for understanding decisions in organizations. Wheaton was at risk in a declining market of women students who desired single-sex education. Such students were more likely to turn to the prestigious Seven Sisters, with whom Wheaton could not compete. Steeped in a long history of upper middle class education, it was easier for Wheaton to forswear femaleness than to adopt a more broad-based class approach, such as vocational education. Russell Sage's tradition of preparing women for work roles made it more natural to extrapolate vocational curricula than to admit men.

As organizations face increased ambiguity in turbulent environments, decision makers experience difficulty in matching organizational performance to goals. At Wheaton, maintaining the long-standing single-sex mission became increasingly difficult as the prospect of keeping up with the applicant pool began to dwindle in the 1980s. Wheaton trustees, convinced that the chances were poor for finding a desirable solution to this problem as a single-sex institution, solved their uncertainty by introducing coeducation. In attempting to match this solution to a problem, Wheaton invoked the need for a new partnership between men and women.

Russell Sage faced similar environmental uncertainty resulting from the general decline in demand for single-sex education, but its officials perceived a stronger possibility for solving the problem without altering the institutional mission. An apparently flexible and differentiated structure, and strong student and alumnae sentiment, encouraged Russell Sage officials to reaffirm the principle of single sex college education for women despite an ever-narrowing niche. Wheaton offered symbols of change, while Russell Sage emphasized the symbolism of refusing to change. The leaders of both colleges successfully harnessed symbols to interpret their chosen actions. In fact, symbols minimized post-decision disappointments, and were important expressions of the leaders' competence and authority.

This analysis confirms the importance of institutional explanations of decision making. The relationship of organizations to their environments appears to have played a major role in these decisions, but so did internal processes and the attention of key decision makers. Wheaton College and Russell Sage College are two important representatives or higher educational institutions for women.
Perhaps the major shortcoming of our study is its reliance on retrospective interviews and the reconstruction of events surrounding the decisions made. Unfortunately, it would have been even more difficult to gain access to the key decision makers during the process. Further research should assess the relative effects of beliefs on decision making, given environmental constraints—especially the role of rationality in the face of uncertainty. This study may guide such research by demonstrating the importance of the institutional environment, organizational leaders, and the rational and symbolic aspects of decision making. Russell Sage and Wheaton made seemingly rational decisions; yet they adopted different institutional forms. Attention to the complex forces that enter into organizational decision making clarifies this paradox.
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THE IDEA OF A TECHNION—AN INSTITUTE for higher technical education in what was then Palestine and later Israel—gradually changed between the time of its 1902 founding until it took its present form after 1931. During the planning stage (1902-1920) initiated by Dr. Chaim Weizmann, a leading Zionist, and his colleagues, and the first decade (1921-1931), political and educational leaders debated whether the institution should train technicians in a higher level technical school, or should train graduate engineers in an academic and scientific institution. The first decade, denoted by rapid a succession of principals, also featured debates over the Technion's relationships with other nascent institutions, especially the Hebrew University in Jerusalem and the Reali Hebrew Secondary School in Haifa. Resolution of these issues during the directorship (1931-1950) of Shlomo Kaplansky, a key labor movement leader, focused attention on subsidiary, though significant, questions: should the institute offer secondary technical education to the general population, or emphasize postsecondary instruction to specialists? Should the Technion recruit students from Haifa and its environs, the country, or world Jewry?

This article places these dilemmas in the context of problems common to the early history of academic institutions. The debate about the nature of the proposed institute of technology revolved around contradicting German influences and indigenous ideologies. But other higher education systems exhibited similar problems. This article, therefore, adds to our knowledge of the history of Israeli education, and of the relationship between higher technical education and other parts of education systems of developing countries.

The Zionist Organization began to debate the idea of an institution for higher technical education in Ottoman-governed Palestine in 1902, when Martin Buber, Berthold Feivel (a close associate of Theodor Herzl, considered the founder of Zionism), and Chaim Weizmann published a plan for "a Jewish institution of higher learning" that provided for technological studies. The authors were key figures in the "Democratic Fraction" within the Zionist Organization, a party that supported "synthetic Zionism" that was at once practical, intellectual, and political. This party emphasized continuing local activity towards establishing a Jewish homeland and in-
Tellectual center in Eretz Israel (the Yishuv), as the Zionists called the envisioned state, but also supported international steps towards that end.

The writers, noting growing limits on access to European academic training, stressed the need for a Jewish university. Quota systems in Russian secondary and higher education limited Jews to between two and ten percent of the student body, while central European universities were almost completely closed to Jews. These limitations seriously impaired the professional development and work opportunities of Jewish youth and prevented Jewish industry from establishing itself in Russia. The proposed university in Eretz Israel would realize the ideal of "personal and national liberation," while relieving restrictions. Buber, Feivel, and Weizmann proposed England or Switzerland as temporary sites until the university could be transferred to the Jewish homeland.

The proposed institutional structure resembled the German model with which they were familiar. An affiliated technical school would be associated with the university to prepare Jewish youth for the "institution of higher learning" or for "technical, agricultural, and other subjects." Graduates, respectively, would be "senior technicians (engineers) and teachers of technical subjects" or "practical technicians with professional training." The plan's authors deliberately avoided details—the connection between the intermediate and higher level of technical training, for example—and merely referred readers to "Technions in Geneva, Biel, Winterthur, Cothen, and elsewhere" as central European examples of intermediate technical education.3

Menachem Usshishkin, a Russian Zionist who supported practical activity, presented the Buber-Feivel-Weizmann plan to a 1903 meeting at Zichron Ya'akov near Haifa—a unique attempt to convene representatives of the Jewish community in Eretz Israel—and to a teachers' convention that met immediately afterwards. The teachers meeting, which founded the still-active Teachers' Organization, resolved that the Jewish institution of higher learning should be established only in Eretz Israel, and that, because of current needs, "such an institution of higher learning should be a polytechnical institute like schools overseas" that admitted graduates of levels equivalent to "a European middle school."

The teachers' convention thus provided moral support for a technological institute, but neither the three European Zionists, nor the landmark convention brought the Technion idea to fruition. This fell to Dr. Paul Nathan, a non-Zionist worker in the Jewish community. Nathan headed Ezra-Hilfsverein der Deutschen Juden. Ezra, founded in Berlin in 1901, concentrated on the relief of emigrants and European riot victims. Nathan suggested a Jewish higher technical institute in Haifa during a tour of Ezra's educational institutions in Palestine, and elicited the support of other non-Zionists, including New York philanthropist Jacob Schiff. But Nathan also collaborated with Zionists, based on a mutual interest in technical educa-
tion. In 1908, for example, Nathan and Zionist leaders Schmaryahu Levin and Ahad Ha-am founded the Wissotsky Fund, named for its key supporter. That same year, the Jewish National Fund of the Zionist Organization helped Ezra acquire a plot on Mount Carmel in Haifa.

Administrative and physical planning for the technical institute began in 1909, when Ezra established an association with its own governors and executive board to support the Technikum, as it was called, and an affiliated secondary school. The governors placed Dr. Arthur Biram at the head of the Reali School, a secondary institution intended to function in conjunction with the Technikum. Dr. Biram held doctorates in Islamic culture and in philosophy, as well as a government teaching license. He was, moreover, an ordained rabbi, having studied at the Hochmat Institute in Berlin.

Construction of the new school and of the main Technikum building started in 1912, and was nearly completed in 1913 when the "Language War" broke out. This dispute aggravated growing tensions between Zionists who worked at the new institution and the Ezra Society, oriented towards German culture. The governors accepted Dr. Nathan's proposal to make German the main instructional language, thereby prompting the resignations of Biram, board chair Ahad Ha-am, and other Zionists who favored maximum use of Hebrew. The Teachers' Association led a fierce community-wide struggle against the decision, and against all Ezra educational institutions.

A protest meeting in Haifa resolved to establish a separate Hebrew Reali School, and in December, 1913, 60 Ezra pupils and their teachers left their new building, and established the Hebrew Reali School in a nearby synagogue. The inner executive of the Zionist Organization, meeting in Berlin, ratified the Zionist position and appointed Biram head of the new school. The dispute delayed completion and opening of the Technikum, still financed by Ezra. Failed compromise attempts and the outbreak of war in 1914 led the Ezra Society to declare the Technikum Association bankrupt, and to evict the Jewish National Fund and the Zionist Organization from the buildings. But Ezra's educational activities in Palestine collapsed during the war, and German, Turkish, and British armies, in turn, occupied the Technikum buildings. The structures were sold to the Zionist Organization in 1920, and the struggle over the Technion ended with a victory for the Hebrew element.

A debate over the level and function of the emergent institution accompanied the linguistic dispute. Would the Technikum graduate engineers for the country and the Near East? Or would it be an intermediate-level vocational school that trained technicians, practical engineers, and foremen, as envisioned by Ezra's professional committee of 1909? The 1909 proposal saw the institute as a secondary school, accompanied by a center that offered short-courses to trades and crafts people, and by research laboratories.
The Reali School's 1914 "Programme of Studies for All Classes" reflected the Ezra spirit, despite the organizational and ideological rift between the two institutions. Noting that it prepared (male) pupils for the Technikum, the program announced:

The aim of our School...is to give our pupils technical knowledge (through manual labor)...and a theoretical foundation that will prepare them to work independently....Although ours is an academic institution,...our chief desire is to give our pupils a nationally oriented Hebrew education....the desired goal—to make our school an education for work, intellectual and physical, we must educate our sons to order and exactitude in work.4

The minimalist aim of the Reali School under Biram found ready support in the Zionist Organization, when it became involved with the Technion. Meanwhile, in 1913, the Expanded Zionist Executive Committee asked Weizmann, Feivel, and Leo Motzkin, also of the Democratic Fraction, to investigate the possibility of establishing a university in Jerusalem. Buber, on his own initiative, soon joined them—hence the similarity between the 1902 plan and the 1913 report to the Zionist Congress in Vienna. Weizmann explained his long-standing plan for the step by step development of a university from small research institutes to instructional departments and faculties. The Germanic academic concept excluded engineering and technology from the Hebrew university, which emphasized the humanities and basic research, leaving these subjects for the technische hochschulen of somewhat lower status. Ahad Ha'am, a leader of intellectual Zionism, and chair of the Technion Board of Governors since 1910—Weizmann was his vice chairman—supported Weizmann's position. The two Zionists emphasized the immediate need for research institutes, saw the Jerusalem and Haifa institutions as complementary, and assumed that the Technion might eventually become part of the Jewish university.5

Ze'ev Jabotinsky, a staunch political Zionist, opposed this separation of academic research in Jerusalem from technical training in Haifa. Jabotinsky, influenced by American practice, instead proposed that a comprehensive university in Jerusalem conduct theoretical and practical research, and offer instruction in all academic areas from the outset. The delegates to the 1913 Congress preferred Weizmann's German orientation and asked his committee to continue preparations for circumscribed research centers in Jerusalem, without the technological institute.

The argument between Weizmann, Ahad Ha'am, and Jabotinsky reflected differing Zionist concepts, as well as personal differences between strong-willed leaders. Weizmann, supporting "synthetic Zionism," was a tireless practitioner; Ahad Ha'am was an authentic representative of the intellectual Zionism; Jabotinsky was a zealous political Zionist.
Weizmann also refuted criticism from even more “practical” delegates to the 1913 Congress—the heads of the labor movement in Eretz Israel. Writers Yosef Aronovitz and Yosef Haim Brenner, for example, suspected that the university might draw resources away from settlement activity. A university, Weizmann responded, could help implement many future practical activities.

Financial considerations reinforced the ideological outcome. The practical Zionists who comprised the Zionist Organization’s inner executive (Engers Aktions Comite—EAC or SAC) wanted to gain control of the Jewish Colonial Trust, the organization’s central financial instrument, from a leadership that exercised caution in investing in Eretz Israel. The Trust eventually accepted EAC’s practical, active policy, while remaining in the same hands. Circumscribed investments inhibited the university’s subsequent development, and permitted the Technion to develop only as a secondary institution.

Weizmann used the language crisis in Haifa to strengthen the concept of an institute of higher learning in Jerusalem, while reducing the Technion to a more technical secondary school. He avoided the Language War so as not to offend his German Zionist colleagues, and did not assume the head of the Technion Board of Governors when Ahad Ha'am resigned, though as deputy he should have done so. Weizmann separated the simultaneous preparations to establish the university from the transfer of the Technion to the Zionist Organization. After the 1917 Balfour Declaration and the Armistice that ended World War I, Weizmann and Ussishkin were chosen to superintend Zionist Organization activities in Eretz Israel, with the approval of the British. Their committee also renewed preparations for the university, halted by the war. Weizmann and Ussishkin presented updated versions of the 1902 and 1913 proposals, which retained the emphasis on research centers over undergraduate instruction, to the 1920 Zionist convention in London. The Zionist Organization’s continued financial difficulties throughout the 1920s, and diminished expectations for an influx of students resulting from the difficulties of leaving Russia reinforced this research orientation. Zionists who favored undergraduate education would have to wait until the number of potential students increased. The Hebrew University thus opened in 1925 as a small number of research centers, pushing the Technion down to an “intermediate” level, well below that of an institution of higher learning.

Weizmann’s preference for the university over the marginal, "secondary" level Technion became fully evident in the 1920 plan. “The Board of Governors of the Technion Society, which prepared all the plans before the War,” stated the 1920 report on academic preparations, “is destined to have a standard higher than an ordinary technical school, though slightly lower than that of a university college.” The transfer of the
Technion and of its assets to the Zionist Organization, thus did not change its role from an intermediate level training institution for technicians.

After the British evacuated the Technion premises in 1921, Mordecai (Max) Hecker, the engineer who headed the technical department of the Zionist Organization, was appointed to raise building funds and to supervise the construction. On the eve of the opening of the Haifa institution in 1924, the Hebrew Language Committee, forerunner of the present Hebrew Language Academy, followed the advice of Ahad Ha-am and of Chaim Nachman Bialik, the national poet of the Zionist revival, by choosing the name Technion, based on a Hebrew root that is also part of the non-Hebrew word “technic.” In the first academic year, 1924-1925, the Technion offered evening classes for locksmiths, boilermakers, carpenters, electricians, and telephone and telegraph personnel. The Department of Buildings and Roads, later the Faculty of Civil Engineering, and the Department of Architecture also offered courses.

The first two Technion principals, Arthur Blok, an engineer coopted during a year’s vacation from his work in London, and Hecker, favored an emphasis on training technicians “at the lower and middle levels.” But as principal in 1926 Hecker reversed his position, after internal deliberations, and supported heightened aspirations:

The Technion’s functions are increasing—its main function is to train engineers and architects for the special needs of the Jewish community of Palestine in particular....Unlike similar institutions in developed countries, however, the Technion must extend education to other cadres of the technical work force the community needs....Like every institution of higher learning, the Technion must include scientific research....and finally, one cannot ignore the other crucial functions that the Technion, as the only cultural center in Haifa, fills for the Jewish community in this city."

A 1926 executive committee declaration that the institution would be “a school of higher learning with a four-year course of study” provoked a controversy, involving the public, students, and staff, that raged until Hecker departed a year later, and that led to four more years of stopgap management.

The financial situation simultaneously deteriorated, and the curtailed budget from the Zionist Organization hampered two pairs of provisional co-principals: Professor Tcherniavsky and Shmuel Pewsner (1928-1929), and Professors Ilioff and Breuer (1930-1931). During the first of these interregna, the Trade School began to function as a three-year secondary institution, offering courses in lathe operation and locksmithing to elementary school graduates. In 1931, the crisis peaked when the Jewish Agency, representing the Zionist Organization, which still owned the Technion, sent dismissal notices to all teachers and other employees. The Zionist
Organization opted against closure only when Technion teachers waived their salaries.

The changing needs of the Jewish community in the Yishuv quickened interest in higher studies after the Technion opened. Advocates of higher technical education, cited “the thirst for knowledge, one of the chief qualities of our people,” and noted that “various private institutions” had targeted many matriculation certificate holders. “The purpose of studies [in the original Technikum],” added some advocates, “...was vague and lacked clarity.” Secondary school graduates therefore left the country for universities abroad. Conversely, the anticipated influx of Jewish students “suffering from anti-semitic and anti-Zionist persecution” overseas would increase when the Technion became an institution of higher learning. These young people, advocates added, would in turn “act as a force drawing their relatives...who would migrate and “serve as a spiritual link between the Palestinian Jewish community and the Diaspora.” The country lacked “rules and regulations for building, for the use of materials, and the like.” The Technion would be “especially in a country that is even now in the process of construction, the one institution...authorized to investigate these questions [on an academic level]” and to improve “the education of middle and lower level technical cadres.” Finally, Technion activities would not only bring educational benefits to “the entire...Near East;” in addition, “this cultural activity will bring us honour and political benefits. We must not fall behind our neighbors, particularly as regards schools.” Proponents of higher studies thus ignored financial difficulties, while raising the practical and intellectual Zionist arguments for technical studies. These proponents united behind the principalship of Shlomo Kaplansky, engineer and labor movement leader. Kaplansky, once installed as principal in 1931, would resolve that “future changes in the Technion should not detract from its value as an institution of higher learning.” The financial and ideological crises peaked simultaneously; Kaplansky’s election would assure a sustained effort to solve both controversies.

Attempts to absorb the institution into the Hebrew University, and into the Reali School, accompanied the dispute over mission. Ussdishkin, then head of the Delegates’ Committee that managed the Palestine Jewish community's affairs for the Zionist Organization, and Chaim Weizmann, the Zionist Organization president, presented early merger plans. A 1924 proposal for a joint fund under the jurisdiction of Judah Lieb Magnes, president of the Hebrew University, was rejected. In 1925, the Technion directorate in London favored an administrative and budgetary union, but in Munich, the Hebrew University's administrative committee rejected the merger. In 1926, a merger would have occurred if the London Friends of the Hebrew University had not turned down Arthur Blok's budget requests. David Eder, whom Weizmann named to work with both institutions, and Louis Green, engineer and adviser to the Hebrew University, made a final
proposal, but Magnes and the Hebrew University operating bodies once more refused to link themselves with the Technion. Technion leaders in Haifa desired academic status and a viable budget “with strong ties, external and internal, to the University in Jerusalem.” University representatives feared competition in the Little Israel of those days, and put forth their own plan, with Weizmann’s support, to open a science institute in Jerusalem. The two institutions settled for an “intellectual bond.”

During the 1931 financial crisis, the Zionist Organization considered a merger of the Technion with the Reali School. Dr. Biram, beset with recurring crises, had pushed for closer connections, even complete amalgamation ever since the Reali School moved back into the Technion buildings, after their 1920 transfer to the Zionist Organization. During the war, the Reali school struggled, but it grew and became coeducational.

Biram, conscripted into the German army, was absent until early 1919. When he returned, he implemented a series of failed educational experiments. The attempt to establish a “school community”—with school bodies run by the students, and an executive council of teachers—proposed by Winnekin and other progressive educators—failed when the teaching staff did not agree to this democratization of school life. The Technion’s conservative teachers of academic subjects opposed the “laboring secondary school” concept of Kirschensteiner—reduced study hours in favor of crafts, and programs in which students did the school’s service work, introduced as values education. The “labor program” did replace some classroom hours and got an additional month—half at the expense of school subjects, and the rest in vacation time. But the school leaned heavily to the academic under Aaron Tcherniavsky (mathematics and physics), Shlomo Dov Goitein (history), Shalom Spiegel (Hebrew language), Jeremiah Grossman (mathematics), Ernst Simon (Bible and history), and Yehezkel Kaufmann (Bible), some of whom became distinguished university professors. Biram also converted the Reali School to a secondary school that depended on Haifa’s elementary schools. He mistakenly decided to transfer the four junior classes to Amami A (Public School One) in 1920. Three years later, he reopened the junior classes, and reverted to the old Ezra educational continuum from the preparatory classes through the academic secondary school with humanities and science options; graduates would be candidates for the Technion.

These vicissitudes led Biram to explore all avenues for a union with the Technion. Physical proximity did not make life easy, particularly during Hecker’s principalship. The Eretz Israel directorate of the Technion, of which Dr. Biram was a member, had to agree on “the relations between the Technion and the Reali School” and the use of their common premises. On June 23, 1926, Dr. Biram declared, “There was once a plan to unite these two institutions. London responded favorably...This is not the right time for such arrangements, but one should start to set these two institutions on an.
appropriate course.” Biram felt that “The country needs a good technical school,” Biram added, “not necessarily a higher technical institute” — this, too, in the Ezra spirit. He tried, but did not succeed in annexing Technion workshops for the use of the Reali students.14

Biram, supported by some Zionists, tried again to unify the Technion and Reali School in 1930-1931, before Shlomo Kaplansky’s arrival. In 1931, the Jewish Agency directorate effected a reorganization that included Biram’s appointment as the “executive director of the board of trustees common...to the two institutions, the Technion and the Reali School.” In this short-lived office, Biram failed to implement “an integrated [elementary-secondary] system of technical and vocational education in Eretz Israel.”15 The failure resulted from the Reali School’s academic emphasis, and from opposition to the merger from the Technion’s directors, who, during the Technion’s first decade, concluded that meeting multiple demands required inclusion of the highest level of research and personnel training.

Hecker set the precedent by combining the academic institution and technical secondary school approaches. The need for higher technical education became increasingly apparent once implemented, and by 1931, proponents of an institute of higher learning held the advantage in academic and Zionist circles. Indeed, Shlomo Kaplansky accepted the principalship on condition that the directors make Technion’s higher academic status permanent.

Shlomo Kaplansky, born in 1884, was not an educator but a socialist-Zionist labor leader, a companion of Borochov and Syrkin in the Zionist Workers’ Party (Poalei Zion) leadership. He was a formulator of the concept “constructive socialism,” which united socialists with others in building the country. He supported cooperative settlements and “synthetic Zionism” — in which political Zionism depended on agriculture and industry. His Zionist activities notably included establishment of the Eretz Israel Workers’ Fund in 1910. He directed the head office of the Jewish National Fund (the Hague, 1913-1919), the political office of Poalei Zion (London, 1919-1921), and the settlement department of the Zionist Organization directorate (Jerusalem, 1924-1927) before coming to the Technion in 1931. His moderate socialism, syncretic Zionism, and public spirit found expression at the Technion where he expanded projects that responded to communal needs — especially the needs of the settlements in the north, and of workers, technicians, and engineers in the Yishuv.16

Kaplansky — principal from 1931 until his death in 1950 — completed the Technion’s transformation into a higher academic institution. A new academic constitution provided for faculties and departments. In 1935, Kaplansky established a technological department that offered electrical and mechanical engineering — subjects that later developed into separate faculties. The chemistry department was founded in 1946, when he instituted separate first-year courses for each department, a step that led to new
faculties after independence. The multiple functions of the Technion became easier to implement as it became the advanced technological institution of the Zionist revival in Eretz Israel. Kaplansky's introduction of an advanced engineering course facilitated elementary and cognate courses.

Kaplansky also left a direct imprint at the secondary and the evening levels. Bosmat (the Hebrew acronym for Technical Vocational School, Bet Sefer Miktso'i Tichoni), an affiliated four-year vocational secondary school, opened in 1933, and replaced the original concept of a Reali technical school that prepared students for the Technion. When Hitler came to power in Germany that year, the Technion took in refugee Jewish teachers and students. Kaplansky soon offered a two-year course that permitted secondary school vocational education students from Youth Aliyah, the Zionist project for immigrant youth, to complete their studies (1937). He later expanded access to the course to local students who finished ten years of school. The Trade School merged with Bosmat, also in 1937. Two years later, Kaplansky completed the Technion's secondary educational system by opening a nautical school, which in 1955, became the Naval Cadet School at Acco.17

Kaplansky, meanwhile, supplemented existing evening technical classes in Haifa with half-year courses for German immigrants and other adults, and added technical training and short winter courses for workers in agricultural settlements. The Technion offered courses for the Working Youth movement of Histadrut, the General Federation of Hebrew Workers (1940), and in the English language for British soldiers (1943). The institute also made twelve laboratories available for economic development projects, for the British Army stationed in Palestine—and for the Hagana, the underground Jewish military organization.

Kaplansky also fostered establishment of Friends of the Technion societies—a joint endeavor of the Jewish Agency of the Zionist Organization, and the Zionist nautical project—in Eretz Israel and abroad. He relied on these Friends for support when, in 1946, he announced plans for enlarging and developing the Technion, both in Haular Hacarmel, and on a new campus in the Haifa Bay area. The War of Independence delayed construction, but Kaplansky nurtured the projects after the war, and General (Res.) Yaakov Dori, Kaplansky's successor, brought them to fruition.

The Hebrew Technion, with its national academic aspirations, had to look far beyond Haifa high school students and Reali School graduates for an adequate pool of engineering, technical, and secondary vocational students. Most Jews, the Technion's natural constituency, resided outside the country. Synthetic Zionism—aimed at attracting and absorbing migrants and refugees who would then contribute to the economic growth of Eretz Israel—assumed that attractive educational facilities would complement the homeland's congenial political, economic, and religious atmosphere. Kaplansky's innovations performed at expected—the number of degree stu-
dents increased from the 30 registered at the Engineering Institute when he took office to 700 on the eve of Israeli independence.

The Technion experience, particularly in Kaplansky's time, suggests that technical institutions in developing countries cannot confine themselves to a single mission. Kaplansky implemented Hecker's vision of "the Technion's numerous functions," by making the school a recognized academic institution, while developing basic, intermediate, and advanced technical courses for students from many age groups, ability levels, and geographic origins. At the same time, these institutions had to address pressing societal goals. Zionist Organization institutions worldwide, and particularly in Eretz Israel, ultimately perceived the institution's full potential; Ezra, in contrast, had failed because of its remoteness and alienation from the Eretz Israel reality.

A successful Technion also required academic independence. Ezra, a philanthropic society, and the Zionist Organization, should have limited themselves to setting general policy and aims. But Nathan and Hecker, representing external, nonprofessional bodies, could not separate societal needs from institutional imperatives and allowed interference in internal affairs. In contrast, Kaplansky, a member of the Zionist establishment, separated institutional autonomy from the goals of Zionism—often invoking technological expertise as a tactic—from the day the Zionist Congress chose him to head the Technion in 1931. Weighing communal and educational factors carefully, he enabled the institution to maintain internal and external equilibria.

Kaplansky's tenure illustrates the centrality of the director, particularly during an institution's formative years. His experience as a Zionist labor leader provided him with an educational-social vision that enabled him to attain academic independence, implement new programs, increase enrollments, and resolve conflicts. But, unlike his predecessors, he combined this vision with a sense of the practical.

The Technion's dilemmas recurred at the Hebrew University, in German technical education, and post-World War II technological education in developing countries. The Hebrew University, established simultaneously with the Technion, realized a long-cherished hope for a Jewish institution of higher education. The debates that preceded its establishment resulted in another institution that could balance academic independence and national needs. Chaim Weizmann, president of the Hebrew University between 1925 and 1935, favored close supervision by the Zionist Organization. Chancellor Judah Lieb Magnes, who had academic and administrative duties, opposed close outside scrutiny. Weizmann capitalized upon the 1928 resignation of Albert Einstein from leadership of the academic council—a protest against the failure of his proposal to lower Magnes' position by appointing a separate academic head of the university—by persuading the Fourteenth Zionist Congress in Vienna to supervise
the Hebrew University more closely. The Congress adopted a constitutional provision that permitted itself to appoint half the university's governors. But Zionist Organization influence actually diminished when Weizmann became less involved with the university's daily functioning. The Hebrew University, contending with the same governance dilemma as the Technion, found an informal, balanced solution.

German higher education heavily influenced events at the Technion and the Hebrew University since most of the system's founders came from Germany or central Europe. German emphasis on the humanities and "pure" natural sciences meant that parallel institutions had to address industrial and economic needs. These _technische hochschulen_, which grew out of technological secondary level institutions along with the German economy, differed from the Technion's experience in that increased government involvement, notably in their budgets, accompanied their growth. But other problems resembled the Technion's. Professors, desiring full academic recognition for their schools and fearing for their position and prestige, opposed attempts to offer practical and technological subjects. The result was an unclear demarcation between intermediate and higher level technical education. The Technion's early dilemmas also characterized the growth of technological education in southeast Asia and Africa between the 1940s and the 1960s. The Bandung Institute of Technology (Indonesia) began as a technical college, founded by the Dutch in 1920. The institute, which addressed itself to the multiple needs of a developing Indonesian economy, articulated with both the academic system and intermediate technical schools after 1950. Eric Ashby identified similar dilemmas in post-independence Africa. "Africans are now seeking a formula which will allow to universities the essential academic freedoms—and which at the same time will ensure that universities serve the essential needs of the state," he wrote. "In Europe universities have stood for continuity and conservation: in Africa, universities are powerful instruments for change." Other institutions thus shared the Technion's dilemmas—autonomy vis-à-vis the state and response to national needs; institutional articulation and differentiation, and leadership cultivation. The Technion, which educated engineers, while integrating lower levels of training and absorbing students and teachers from the Jewish diaspora, is noteworthy for attaining autonomy, while meeting Zionist needs.
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Requiem for a Pioneer of Women’s Higher Education: The Ingham University of Le Roy, New York, 1857-1892

RICHARD L. WING
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INGHAM UNIVERSITY, A PIONEER INSTITUTION of higher education for women, existed in Le Roy, Genesee County, New York, from 1857 to 1892. The life work of sisters Marietta Ingham and Emily Ingham Staunton, Ingham University grew out of the Le Roy Female Seminary (1837-1852) and the Ingham Collegiate Institute (1852-1857). During its 35 years, the university graduated 346 women and five men (these latter from the art college only), employed at least 157 women and 35 men faculty members, and included at least 95 male councilors or trustees—and the two Ingham sisters—on its governing board. Ingham graduates taught in several universities and primary schools, and enriched countless family homes across the nation and farther. But in 1892, Ingham University graduated its last class and closed its doors. This article chronicles the life and death of this nineteenth century experiment in women’s education.

Ingham University owed its establishment and existence to sisters Marietta and Emily Ingham. Marietta, the elder sister, was born on November 25, 1797, in Saybrook, Connecticut, the third child and first daughter of Amasa and Mary Chapman Ingham. Little is known of Marietta’s education. She may have studied in the Saybrook schools before her 1820 move up the Connecticut River to Middletown, Connecticut. Though depicted as tiny in stature and never particularly robust, she worked as a milliner in Middletown, and in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, from 1820 to 1835. By 1835, she accrued $5,000—the initial capital for a girl’s seminary—to be used for a missionary project.¹

Emily Eliza, Marietta’s younger sister, was born on March 5, 1811, also in Saybrook. The close relationship between the sisters began after Mary, fearing that she was dying, gave twin sisters Emily and Julia Ann to the respective care of older sisters Marietta and Anna. Mary eventually regained her health—and bore three more children—but she did not take back her gifts. Marietta and Emily lived in Middletown for about seven years. Emily may have begun school in Saybrook and continued in Middletown. The sisters then relocated to Pittsfield, to rejoin Anna and Julia Ann. Emily embarked on her “advanced” education at the Pittsfield Female Seminary—one of several institutional ancestors to the university in Le Roy.
Ingham University's educational genealogy actually began with Rev. Joseph Emerson's pioneering girl's school, the Seminary for Teachers, begun at Byfield, Massachusetts, in 1818, moved to Saugus in 1821 and to Wethersfield, Connecticut, in 1824. Unlike other educators of his day, Emerson advocated teaching as a commendable vocation for women. "[N]ext to the domestic circle," Emerson stated at Saugus in 1822,

\[\text{the school room is unquestionably the most important sphere of female activity...it seems desirable that females should have a much greater share in literary instruction than is now assigned them....Surely no one can doubt that every intellectual power and faculty of the female, should be unfolded and improved to the greatest possible degree.}\]

Emerson focused on the careful study of a few subjects, rather than on superficial exploration of many fields. His school quickly gained wide recognition, and Zilpah Grant, Mary Lyon, and Emily Ingham all incorporated his ideas and philosophy in their schools.

Ipswich Female Seminary was Ingham's next ancestor. Ipswich opened in 1826 after several local leaders raised funds for an academy building. Zilpah Grant, who began her seminary education at Byfield in 1820 and met fellow student Mary Lyon there in 1821, became the school's principal in 1828. Mary Lyon served as assistant principal, and for the next 11 years the school pioneered in training women teachers. Emily Ingham attended Ipswich after studying at Pittsfield; Mary Lyon had not yet left Ipswich to raise funds for the proposed Mount Holyoke Female Seminary.

Ipswich was a strongly Christian school, and Emily likely felt right at home. During her childhood, her family had close ties to the Saybrook Congregational Church, where church records list marriages, births, and deaths for many members of the Asa Chapman family. The early nineteenth century was also a time of religious renewal, and the local congregation was rebuilding following a church split, as was the Congregational Church in Middletown. Consequently, both Marietta and Emily were nurtured in a climate of vigorous religious vision—and in the realities of congregational turmoil.

At Ipswich, an Ingham biographer wrote, Emily became "imbued with a Missionary spirit and it was her ardent wish to go on a mission to Greece; but her sister, Marietta, proposed to her that they should both become Missionaries to what was then known as 'the far west.'" Marietta's health may have led her to prefer American to foreign service. She suggested that they use the accumulated capital to establish a seminary that would educate young women in a religious environment. Marietta would manage the new school, a responsibility that developed logically from her business experience. Emily, drawing on her academy-level education at Pittsfield and
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Ipswich, would take the academic lead. Emily agreed, and the sisters set out for the educational and religious wilderness of the Chicago region in 1835. After a 35-mile stagecoach trip from Pittsfield to Albany, the sisters began a slow crossing of New York by passenger barge on the Erie Canal. They disembarked in the village of Brockport, about 250 miles west of Albany, and rode a southbound stage to Attica—the "Greek" name fascinated them—to spend "a Sabbath of rest." Attica was located in the prosperous agricultural region between the Finger Lakes and Lake Erie—the western battle area for the War of 1812, and later home to the Mormon Church, Seventh Day Adventists, and many early members of the women's rights movement. The area developed rapidly after the Erie Canal opened in 1825. The sisters likely heard about Attica from the Rev. James Boylan Shaw, pastor of Attica's Presbyterian Church, who met Emily near Albany in 1834. During the stay, Shaw and other citizens persuaded the sisters to open their new school in Attica. Marietta and Emily agreed, most likely because Attica was a scant three decades from its wilderness origins.

The sisters promptly rented rooms and built a brick home for the Attica Female Seminary, which opened in 1835. Attica was not the first academy in the Genesee country to allow girls to attend—Middlebury (chartered 1819), a predominantly male, but officially coeducational academy, located nine miles east in Wyoming village, claimed that honor—but it was the first seminary entirely reserved for young ladies. An 1835 Attica Female Seminary handbill outlines a course of studies that resembled the Ipswich curriculum.

In 1837, Marietta and Emily moved their school to Le Roy, New York, in response to an appeal from a citizen's group. Le Roy's location on the overland route from Syracuse through Geneva to Buffalo, which gave that village better prospects for growth, may have influenced the decision. So did the offer of the newly-vacant Le Roy mansion in which to house the school. The seminary's new home was "a building 37 by 46 feet, and two stories high, situated on the east bank of the Oatka [Creek]." This facility, which eventually became the core structure of the university, had eight rooms and an upper and lower hall. The property included two acres of land.

The middle-class farm homes and parsonages of the region produced the clientele Emily sought—religious young ladies needing an inexpensive education and desiring to teach or to serve Christendom in other ways. The school admitted 76 women to the non-graded, secondary-level seminary and 41 pupils to the primary (preparatory) department for the first summer term, with 66 and 17 respectively for the winter term. In 1838, the seminary divided its students into junior and senior classes. In 1839, it responded to popular demand by adding a teachers department, open to students at least 16 years old with junior standing. The next year, the school re-divided the juniors, adding a middle class before the senior year. By 1851, the seminary had 230 pupils in the two academic divisions.
The Le Roy curriculum, like its Attica predecessor, initially resembled the Ipswich course of studies and shared some features with Mount Holyoke. The seminary gained academic strength as it grew in scope. The 1849-1850 curriculum for the junior class included arithmetic, botany, rhetoric, and grammar in the first term; arithmetic, physiology, and the start of general history and algebra in the second; and philosophy of natural history plus the completion of general history and algebra in the third. For the middle class, the first term included astronomy, geometry, botany, and evidences of Christianity; the second had chemistry, and more algebra and geology; the third, moral science, trigonometry, and the conclusion of geology and algebra. Girls in the senior class spent the year with Kames's *Criticism*, Olmstead's *Natural Philosophy*, Upham's *Mental Philosophy*, Tappan's *Logic*, and Butler's *Analogy.*

The 1890 *Alumnae Catalogue* identified 11 members of the faculty for 1837 to 1852 as Le Roy seminary graduates, the only instructors for whom we have significant information. Five Ingham family members—Emily, two other Inghams (probably nieces), Phineas Staunton, Emily's husband, and Mary Jane, Phineas's sister—complemented the work of this extended family by contributing 28 years of instructional service—about 30 percent of all teaching-years for which data exists.

| Table 1: Faculty Data for Le Roy Female Seminary |
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| **Number** | **Percent** | **Years Taught** | **Percent** | **LFS Graduates** |
| Female | 35 | 90 | 85 | 91 | 11 |
| Male | 4 | 10 | 8 | 9 | n.a. |
| Total | 39 | 100 | 93 | 100 | 11 |

Save for the Ingham "family," most faculty members served from one to three years—a common turnover rate for that era. Most instructors seemed to regard seminary teaching as a way station to marriage or another career, perhaps in the west. But a few teachers persisted in education. Diantha E. Gray, listed in 1838-1839 as co-principal, and her husband, Rev. Harvey A. Sackett, helped organize Elmira College in 1855. Gray later became a member and president of the board of trustees of the New York Medical College for Women. Julia A. Lake, a Le Roy graduate, taught at the seminary from 1840 until her marriage to E.S. Warner in 1843. She then helped to found the Chicago Home for the Friendless and, in 1869, founded the Lake Geneva (Wisconsin) Seminary, where she served as principal for 18 years. Mary J. Mortimer accompanied Catherine Beecher to Milwaukee in 1850, where she taught for seven years in the Milwaukee Normal Institute and High School, and in Milwaukee Female College (later Milwaukee-Downer College). She later became principal of the college, and assisted Miss Beecher in forming the American Women's Educational Association.
Lucy Ann Seymour, born in Ithaca, New York, attended Elbridge Academy and Geneva (New York) Female Seminary, and developed a deep friendship with the Ingham sisters. After five years of teaching at Le Roy, she relocated to Michigan as the wife of the Rev. William L. Parsons, who in 1853 was named secretary of Catherine Beecher's American Women's Education Association. Lucy operated Beecher's reconfigured Milwaukee Normal Institute and High School and later directed a similar institution in Dubuque, Iowa. Lucy and William Parsons returned to Le Roy in 1864 and served Ingham University until their retirements. On June 3, 1847, Emily Eliza Ingham married Phineas Staunton. Phineas was born September 23, 1817, near the village of Middlebury (now Wyoming) in the Town of Middlebury, New York, the sixth of ten children of Major General Phineas and Mary (Polly) Thomas Staunton, seven of whom were girls. The younger Phineas devoted much learning time to the skills of art, and left home at age 18 to study art in Philadelphia and to paint—portraits, especially—in New Orleans, Savannah, New York City, and Buffalo. Phineas was devoutly religious. His family was originally associated with the Baptist church in the village of Wyoming. His father, a trustee of Middlebury Academy and a Mason, helped the society fund the second story of the academy for use as a Masonic temple. But the anti-Masonic movement that followed the disappearance and presumed murder of William Morgan in 1827 prompted the family to follow their minister into the more hospitable Presbyterian church. Phineas and Emily, according to family tradition, met when she and Marietta sought refuge at the Staunton home during a sudden, violent summer storm. A less romantic source says their relationship began as Phineas escorted his sisters to and from the Le Roy Female Seminary. An extended honeymoon trip to Europe followed the wedding. Phineas the artist painted copies of major works by "some of the most famous of the old masters" later listed in an inventory of the art college at Ingham University. Emily the teacher examined European education, but seminary catalogues before and after the trip showed little evidence of immediate curricular change. Phineas devoted his many skills to the Le Roy seminary. He and the Ingham sisters made an interesting threesome: Marietta, the shrewd business manager; Emily, the pious teacher with her dream for educated women; and Phineas, the noted artist, member of a leading local family and avid adventurer. "He entered most heartily, with Mrs. Staunton and her sister," one chronicler wrote, "into the purpose of making their earthly substance, with all their attainments, tributary to the cause of Christian education." Phineas was a key builder of Ingham's arts program, including the use of art to illustrate religious themes. He also taught languages, was a trustee, and helped to transform the seminary into Ingham University.
University during the 1850s.\textsuperscript{16} His presence helped strengthen the community's perceptions of the all-female institution at a time when it needed support for its moves to collegiate and university status.\textsuperscript{17}

In the late 1840s, the Ingham sisters and the seminary staff began to develop a vision for a women's college. Emily had maintained contact with Zilpah Grant, Mary Lyon, and Catharine Beecher, and attempted to implement Beecher's five essential points concerning women's higher education: permanence of the institution; education under the college system; permanent endowment; adequate buildings, library, and apparatus; and securing the highest class of co-equal teachers.\textsuperscript{18} The sisters also anticipated antipathy from the state legislature toward funding institutions dedicated to the secondary or higher education of women, and observed a national climate that saw men's education as important and women's education as perhaps even frivolous.

Governance, Eliza and Marietta concluded, would have to extend beyond the family triad. The Inghams sought permanence, outside funding, and organizational depth, along with collegiate status, by seeking formal affiliation with the Presbyterian church. The Presbyterians saw affiliation as a way of strengthening the church's programs while helping the school. By 1852, recounted a local historian, the seminary

had become affiliated with the Synod of the Presbyterian church, from which it was hoped that financial and material aid would be forthcoming... The entire school, with an estimated value of $20,000[,] was placed under the Synod of the Genesee [about 1850].\textsuperscript{19}

In return, the synod promised to raise a $50,000 endowment. The mortal, middle-aged Ingham sisters hoped that a shift in seminary ownership to the synod, a perpetual sponsoring agency, would sustain the institution's mission of educating young Christian women for service by allowing it to progress from its precarious, hand-to-mouth financing to greater permanence. The proposed endowment might have provided $1,500 of annual breathing room in a budget of perhaps ten times that size. But these hopes were never realized—four different fund-raising agents produced aggregate receipts of $1,400—a fiscal shortfall that contributed to the university's eventual demise.

The Le Roy community also encouraged the Inghams, during this period of boosterism. In the competition between towns and villages, expanding educational opportunities—especially by having a local college—meant greater status and rank than neighboring hamlets, even if, as was often the case, a college came before adequate preparatory schools. "If there was to be a new American religion of education," historian Daniel Boorstin wrote,
the universities were the cathedrals, just as the high schools would later become the parish churches.\textsuperscript{20}

Table 2: The Ingham Institutions: Durations, Names, Locations\textsuperscript{21}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1835-1837</td>
<td>Attica Female Seminary</td>
<td>Attica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1837-1852</td>
<td>Le Roy Female Seminary</td>
<td>Le Roy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852-1857</td>
<td>Ingham Collegiate Institute</td>
<td>Le Roy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857-1892</td>
<td>Ingham University</td>
<td>Le Roy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The synod’s commitment and the community’s enthusiasm enabled the seminary to obtain a charter for the proposed Ingham Collegiate Institute from the New York State Legislature on April 6, 1852. The new corporation was subject to visitation by and reporting to the Regents of the University of the State of New York, and governed by 24 trustees. The Presbyterian Synod of the Genesee and other Christian denominations could name these trustees in proportion to their financial support. About half the trustees would be Presbyterian clergymen, and the lay trustees typically belonged to that denomination. The charter empowered the institute to create a normal school, a seminary, and a collegiate department, to appoint professors and teachers, and to award diplomas.\textsuperscript{22}

The seminary was ready to implement a collegiate curriculum upon the charter’s issuance. The 1851-1852 seminary Catalogue contained a course list for all three collegiate years, identified as the junior, middle, and senior classes. The junior class would study arithmetic, grammar, and rhetoric during the first term, algebra, history, and physiology the second; and algebra, botany, and natural philosophy [science] the third. The middle class schedule included algebra, geometry, and astronomy in the first term; algebra, geometry, bookkeeping, chemistry, and electricity in the second; and geology, mineralogy, botany, and evidences of Christianity in the third. Seniors were slated for moral science, trigonometry, and government in their first term; technology, mental philosophy, and history of civilization in their second; and elements of criticism, Upham on the Will, and Allison on Taste in their third. A knowledge of Latin, Greek, French, or German was also required.\textsuperscript{23} The 1851-1852 Catalogue also explained the preparatory department and the normal department programs, and outlined a fourth division: the department of literature, art, and general reading.

Enrollments in all departments—including preparatory—averaged about 215 students. The annual average of 17 graduates was roughly 70 percent of the contemporary baccalaureate production of Columbia College in New York City (a men’s college of comparable size), and exceeded the average number of graduates for Elmira Female College, chartered in 1855.\textsuperscript{24}
The initial success of the institute imbued the citizens of Le Roy and other Ingham supporters with even grander visions. Their efforts were rewarded, historian Thomas Woody reported, when "the New York Legislature of 1857...changed the name of Ingham Collegiate Institute, established at Leroy, New York, in 1841, to Ingham University. Only women were admitted. There was a four-year course, and, by charter, it was authorized to grant degrees." Legally, the university was an "amendment" to the collegiate institute, created by putting a coat of new words on an existing structure. Ingham University had six departments. The elementary department included common school courses. The academic department offered two years of academy-level study to prepare students for college work. The classical department offered a four-year collegiate course, and the literary department—apparently taught by the same faculty members—took three years to complete. The "quite distinct" music department and the art department had their own faculties, and eventually welcomed some men students—probably an attempt to increase revenues without compromising the female education offered in the classical and literary tracks.

But what was a fitting college curriculum for women? Should Ingham create a special curriculum for females or follow the curriculum used at men's colleges? Several faculty members—Emily Ingham Staunton, who studied under Mary Lyon, Mary Ann Wright Dunlap, who later helped shape Elmira College's curriculum, and Marilla Houghton, an 1846 graduate of Mount Holyoke—knew the concepts Mary Lyon used at Mount Holyoke. Other faculty members experienced the traditional men's college approach—Rev. Charles Mattoon, AB from Middlebury; Phineas Staunton (alma mater unknown but Hamilton awarded him an MA); and Dr. Samuel H. Cox, who helped found New York University and taught at Auburn and Union Seminaries. Ingham officials, wishing to establish that women could handle college as well as men, opted for the men's curriculum. "We must learn as the men learn," Helen Lange observed, "or they will not recognize us."

Table 3 compares first year expectations at three women's colleges in 1868. The Ingham curriculum, though modified from time to time, did not change drastically from 1857 to 1892. Communication and shared objectives help to explain the similarity in subjects and texts. Elmira officials learned from Ingham's program, while Elmira helped Vassar to develop its curriculum. The three colleges had similar senior year curricula; second- and third-year programs differed at Vassar where students could choose from among three courses of studies each semester.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Ingham</th>
<th>Elmira</th>
<th>Vassar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First semester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Virgil—Frieze</td>
<td>Sallust and Virgil—Hanson</td>
<td>Livy, Arnold’s Prose Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Robinson’s University Algebra</td>
<td>Robinson’s University Algebra</td>
<td>Robinson’s University Algebra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Felton’s Historians; Kuhner’s Grammar; Arnold’s Prose Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Physiology—Cutter</td>
<td>Drawing or music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Arts</td>
<td>General history—Wilson</td>
<td>Physical geography; review of ancient and modern geography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History and Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>“Weekly reviews, exercises, compositions”</td>
<td></td>
<td>Exercises in composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second semester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>Virgil completed</td>
<td>Virgil completed</td>
<td>Cicero, <em>de Senectute et Amicitia</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Algebra completed</td>
<td>Algebra completed</td>
<td>Loomis’s Geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Homer’s <em>Iliad</em>, Kuhner’s <em>Grammar</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>General history completed</td>
<td>Botany and Zoology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Physiology completed</td>
<td>Drawing or music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Arts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>“Weekly reviews, exercises, compositions”</td>
<td></td>
<td>Exercises in grammatical analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The university charter gave the Board of Councilors, which replaced the institute’s Board of Trustees, power to confer literary honors, degrees, and diplomas. Opinion was split, but the board’s majority concluded that the names of the college degrees awarded to men were unsuitable for women. Therefore, in June 1857, the board adopted a distinctive order and title of degrees:

*Gradus Artium Primarius* (AP), for literary course graduates.
*Gradus Artium Altior* (AA), for classical course graduates.
*Gradus Artium Clarior* (AC), graduate degree equal to MA.
*Gradus Artium Excelsior* (AE), a higher, purely honorary title.
The councilors deemed the AP and the AA equal to the baccalaureate degrees awarded to graduates of men's colleges. The AC became equivalent to a master's degree; the AE, to the doctorate. Board members stated that the decision reflected community sensitivities. "Several of the Councilors would have preferred the titles usually conferred upon graduates of the other sex," faculty member Henry Van Lennep observed in 1876, "but the public mind did not seem fully prepared for so bold a step."30

An average of 245 students attended Ingham Collegiate Institute during its five-year existence. But when the institution became a university, enrollments declined to 145 at the onset of the Civil War and to 120 in 1862 before climbing back to 202 in 1868. Enrollments slid again during the 1870s, surged to over 200 during the 1880s, and then rapidly declined for a final time. Enrollments in the college-level classes declined from 159 in 1868 to less than 80 in the mid-1870s, climbed to 153 in 1879 and 175 in 1884, and dropped to 60 in 1890. The pattern, save at the end, resembled the trend at comparable colleges. During Ingham University's 35-year history, 351 students (including five men) received degrees.31

In 1876, professor Henry J. Van Lennep compiled the place of origin for students attending the Ingham schools between 1842 and 1875. Van Lennep counted all students, including day pupils from the village of Le Roy, once for each year of attendance. Since only the advanced programs would likely attract "foreign" students, New York dominated the listing with 5,473 pupil-years. The college level accounts for perhaps 10 percent of the New York pupil-years. Between 1875 and 1892, the percentage of students from outside New York declined steadily as colleges were organized in other areas, women gained admission to state colleges in the midwest, and the prestige of an eastern education began to wane. Weakened ties between western migrants and family members remaining near Le Roy also contributed to the enrollment decline.

Table 4: Home of Record for Pupils Attending Le Roy Female Seminary, Ingham Collegiate Institute, and Ingham University, 1842-1875

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>5,473</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>Dist. of Columbia</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Bermuda</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 5: Hometown Areas for Second-Year Ingham University Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>1857-1861</th>
<th>1867-1871</th>
<th>1877-1881</th>
<th>1887-1891</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Le Roy</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western N.Y.</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other N.Y.</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Atlantic</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Midwest</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other U.S.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ingham faced competition for its natural constituency—young women from western New York—from Elmira College (opened 1855), Vassar (1865), Wells (1868), Wellesley and Smith (1875), Bryn Mawr (1885), and Mount Holyoke (opened as a college, 1888). The New York State Normal Schools at nearby Brockport and Fredonia—both authorized in 1866—and at Buffalo and Geneseo (1868) did not duplicate Ingham’s programs, but their tuition-free status likely kept many prospective teachers from considering opportunities at Ingham. Chancellor Totheroh, in 1885, identified the normal schools as one of the greatest challenges that Ingham faced. On the other hand, the growing ease of north-south travel and proximity—a 200-mile circle drawn from Le Roy excludes more of New York than it does of Pennsylvania—help to explain the late surge in mid-Atlantic student enrollments.

Ingham University was not only for women, it was sustained by women. Men always dominated the controlling boards, save for seats held by Emily and Marietta, but the Ingham faculty was predominantly female. In fact, five male faculty members were chancellors with few, if any, teaching responsibilities. Men might “own” the school, but women carried on the bulk of the work.

Table 6: Ingham University Faculty, 1857-1892

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Faculty</th>
<th>192</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faculty women</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty men</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total graduates</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male alumni</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty who were graduates</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty women who were alumnae</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty men who were alumni</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rev. Samuel Hanson Cox was at the helm during Ingham's transition from collegiate institution to university. After one year as Ingham Collegiate Institute's president, Cox became the new university's first chancellor. Dr. Cox was born in New Jersey in 1797 and ordained as a Presbyterian clergyman in 1816. He served a church in Brooklyn for ten years as the Finney revivals swept the city, spent three years on the faculty at Auburn (New York) Theological Seminary, then returned to Brooklyn for 15 years at the First Presbyterian Church. Voice problems led to his retirement near Binghamton, until summoned by the Ingham trustees. The Dictionary of American Biography describes Cox as a “Presbyterian clergyman, educator, a man of brilliant but eccentric genius.” Working with Emily as principal and Marietta as treasurer, he helped to remold the institute into the rudiments of a university until his health forced him again to retire in 1862. But he also added so much of his own peculiar stamp and "intellectual arrogance" that a fissure between university and village apparently developed, though Ingham only felt the adverse effects years later.

Cox was succeeded by part-timers Samuel Burchard and William Totheroh, acting chancellor Lucius Chapin, president Edward Walsworth, and principal James Roy. Burchard and Chapin performed their duties during semi-annual visits from their churches in New York City and East Bloomfield. The post remained vacant for eight years during which Emily Staunton served both as principal and senior administrator.

Table 7: Chancellors of Ingham University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>FT/PT*</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Residence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1857-1862</td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Samuel H. Cox, DD</td>
<td>Le Roy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1864-1872</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Samuel D. Burchard, DD</td>
<td>New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873-1875</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Lucius D. Chapin, AM</td>
<td>E. Bloomfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875-1882</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>Emily Staunton, AE</td>
<td>Le Roy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882-1885</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Edward B. Walsworth, DD</td>
<td>Le Roy (FPC)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884-1890</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>William W. Totheroh, DD</td>
<td>Le Roy (FPC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891-1892</td>
<td>FT?</td>
<td>James M. Roy, LLD</td>
<td>Le Roy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* "FT"=full-time "PT"=part-time.
** No chancellor; Vice Chancellor Emily Staunton in charge.
*** FPC=Pastor, First Presbyterian Church.

Ingham University educated woman—within her allotted sphere—to her highest and best ability and thus enhanced her capabilities to serve, in lady-like Christian manner, her earthly family and her civic family at school and church. This mission was oft-proclaimed in the seminary's Catalogues, oft-confirmed by alumnae, and oft-reiterated by university chancellors and professors. Several graduates achieved prominence in
music, physics, art, and physical education, and some alumnae became active feminists. But Ingham's influence was strongest in the relatively safe middle-ground of preparation for school teaching and enlightened motherhood. The university, like its founders, was essentially the product of the religious milieu of the era, but not narrowly so. Emily and Marietta grew up in the Congregational Church, and Presbyterians dominated the governing board, but neither the founders nor the institutions were bound into sectarianism. Trustees and chancellors, students and bystanders attested that Ingham was devoted to life, service, and women's education.

Student testaments—from Anner Peck's 1862-1863 student journal through Sarah Whiting's 1911 reminiscences of Emily and her school—suggested that Ingham succeeded in preparing its young women for life in a larger world, even if it remained essentially the world of academe plus the domestic sphere. The alumnae association, whose motto was "Noblesse Oblige," demonstrated its strong loyalty to the university through a series of innovative, though futile, last ditch fund-raising plans. Student reminiscences reveal deep sadness at Ingham's demise.

Ingham's officials were not unduly presumptuous in claiming university status. The terms "university," "college," "institute," "seminary," and "academy" had vague definitions in 1860. "University" more commonly meant an aggregation of colleges than a center of research, and Ingham had three separate colleges and faculties during the years of its highest national recognition. Other colleges, including Wellesley, Fisk, and Vassar, accepted Ingham graduates as faculty members. Further, Ingham used its power to grant higher degrees for in-course work and honoris causa (Major General George McClellan accepted an 1861 LL.D.).

Ingham University achieved more than token recognition as the first female university. Thomas Woody, in his text on women's education, ranked Ingham with the major women's colleges day of the day:

In the Report [Of the Commissioner of Education of the United States] for 1886-7, the Commissioner called attention to...those colleges which 'as is well known are organized and conducted in strict accordance with the plan of the arts college.'...The latter, forming 'Division A,' included seven institutions—Bryn Mawr, Vassar, Ingham University, Wells College, Wellesley, Smith, and the Society for College Education of Women at Cambridge.

Had Ingham University's survival rested solely on its academic stature, it would today be a well-known, respected institution. But Ingham, despite its high-quality educational offerings, strong faculty, and devoted student body, failed to complete its fourth decade. Money became the prime criterion of survival. Ingham University, always lacking an adequate endowment,
was continually plagued by cash shortages, and funding became precarious in the 1880s when enrollments began to decline.

In 1883, the Synod of Genesee—suffering its own financial problems—severed its ties to Ingham, and returned the title and debts of the school back to Emily. The state concurrently revised Ingham’s charter; the new board of trustees consisted mainly of area businessmen. Emily gave the university’s property to the new board. Ingham officials hoped that councilor and trustee William Lampson would use his wealth and his status as bank owner to establish an adequate endowment for Ingham and thus ensure its survival. Lampson chaired the 1883 citizens’ committee that assisted the transition from synod to community governance, provided a significant sum to assist the transition, and wrote an impassioned appeal for funds.

Episcopalian Lampson might have considered giving Ingham a truly substantial endowment had he not reportedly overhead a chance statement in a grocery store that the school would “never accept the money of a drunkard.” Consequently, the transition funding, which had been hinted to be a gift, turned out to include a lien on the property. Lampson’s financial claim under this and other mortgages held by his bank closed Ingham’s doors in 1892. When the foreclosure was legally affirmed in 1893, the property was sold at auction by Lampson’s bank to Lampson’s agent. When Lampson died in 1897, his will passed the vast bulk of his immense estate to Yale University, his alma mater. Funds from “the whitened bones of a sister institution” were thus used to fund a lyceum and professorships in his name at this male-only academic domain.43

The dwindling enthusiasm of the Le Roy citizenry may also have affected the institution. Local residents persuaded the Ingham sisters to move their school from Attica in 1837, and many community members retained a positive feeling toward the institution. But Le Roy residents became increasingly reluctant to help provide the necessary funding necessary, especially in the final decade when several merchants (who were also trustees) tried to cut their losses for credit extended via judgments against the college.

Lack of endowment, declining enrollment, lack of adequate leadership, maladroit performance of the councilors, absentee chancellors, increased competition from coeducational colleges, and local trustee squabbles and ill-will all played roles in the closing of the university. The university ran short of operating funds, out of credit, and into bankruptcy.

The passing of Marietta and Emily probably proved decisive. Marietta, the university’s business manager, died in 1867—the same year in which Emily lost her husband, Phineas.44 The men who attempted to pick up Marietta’s fiscal tasks were not as qualified, skillful, nor dedicated to women’s higher education. Emily—“Madame Staunton,” as she was reverentially known—played an even more dominant and decisive role. Her dedication to her vision of fine education for women, and the strength and constancy of her character shine through in the tributes by her students and
associates. When her failing health prevented her from providing strong guidance and hands-on leadership after the mid-1870s, the institution faltered. Ingham University did not long survive her death in 1889.\textsuperscript{45} Even the arrival of John Roy, the new principal, could not produce a miracle; the university was in extremis. The five members of the class of 1892 were graduated just before the New York State Regents revoked the university's charter.\textsuperscript{46}

Emily Ingham Staunton and Marietta Ingham's achievements were thus undercut by men who served the institution poorly and eventually contributed to its demise. Ingham University surely deserved a better fate.

\textbf{NOTES}


1. Biographical details for Marietta and Emily come from Ingham family genealogical records (Le Roy Historical Society and author's collection), from \textit{The Vital Records of the Saybrook Colony 1635-1860} (Old Saybrook, Conn.: Saybrook Press, 1986), from manuscripts in the Ingham collection by Helen K. Murphy, Lucy Seymour Parsons, Rev. William Parsons, Marian Russell, Jean D. Strobel, and Sarah Whiting, from the Ingham University Alumnae Association's \textit{1890 Alumnae Catalogue of Ingham University (Memorial Number)} (Le Roy, N.Y.: The Le Roy Gazette, 1890), from Rose C. Engleman's master's paper, "The History of Ingham University" (University of Rochester, 1943), and from miscellaneous items in the Ingham Collection (Le Roy Historical Society).
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9. Data from the Le Roy Female Seminary's Annual Catalogues for 1838 through 1850, and from the 1890 Alumnae Catalogue.


11. Of the remaining 22 female faculty members, one attended Mount Holyoke, and another is cited as a graduate of Mrs. Secord's Seminary in Geneva, New York. Of the four men, one was graduated from Hamilton College.

12. Data primarily from Le Roy Female Seminary Annual Catalogues for 1838 through 1850, and from the 1890 Alumnae Catalogue.


15. From Parsons's oration in Reminiscences, 16.


17. He served with the 100th New York volunteer infantry regiment in the Civil War, as executive officer and then as acting commander. He resigned and returned to Ingham after a new, politically-appointed colonel replaced him. In 1867, he was chosen staff artist for a joint Williams College-Smithsonian Institution exploration across South America from Ecuador to the mouth of the Amazon. He sickened in Quito and died on September 5, 1867, probably from yellow fever. Details of military service from George R. Stowitz, History of
the 100th Regiment of New York State Volunteers (Buffalo, N.Y.: Matthews and Warren, 1870), 33-36, 367-368, and from materials in Ingham Collection; information on South American excursion and death from Smithsonian Institution Annual Report (1863); James Ortin, untitled manuscript report of 1867 expedition to South America (Smithsonian); Le Roy Gazette, October 16, 1867; Parsons's oration.

18. Henry J. Van Lennep, Ingham University, 14; 1890 Alumnae Catalogue, 63; Thomas Woody, A History of Women's Education, II 143-144. In 1856, Zilpah Grant visited with Marietta Ingham and the Stauntons at Ingham as she rested from a tiring trip west, and the group "took tea" one afternoon there with Emma Willard. The visit is reported in a letter to Miss Guilford and friends, June 27, 1856 (Mount Holyoke Archives).

19. Marian A. Russell, "Ingham University," 6. No minutes were located for this period and dates are therefore approximate.

20. Table summarizes data from Ingham publications.


23. Fifteenth Annual Catalogue of the Le Roy Female Seminary and Circular of the Ingham Collegiate Institute (Rochester, N.Y.: Lee, Mann, & Co., 1852). At Elmira, as a general comparison to Ingham, students studied Nevin's Biblical Antiquities as freshmen, then Gregory's Evidences of Christianity as seniors, augmented by regular courses in religion. Work in mathematics included algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and astronomy. Language study encompassed Latin through Sallust, Tacitus, and Horace, then Greek through the New Testament and Xenophon's Anabasis, at least for most students, followed by some work in French and German. In the sciences, Elmira students studied physical geometry and botany the first year, physical geography and natural philosophy the second year, and chemistry, geology, and mineralogy the third year. The curriculum also included courses in history, political science, English, composition, and literature, varying from year to year in scope and duration. See Gilbert Meltzer, The Beginnings of Elmira College (Elmira, N.Y.: The Commercial Press, 1941), 15.

24. Data drawn from Catalogues of Le Roy Female Seminary and Ingham Collegiate Institute, and Synopsis of Ingham University, covering the years 1852-1857; Samuel Elliot Morison, The Oxford History of the American People (New York: Oxford University Press, 1965), 496; Annual Catalogue and Circular of The Elmira Female College (1856-1889).

25. The Elmira curriculum strongly resembled the Ingham program. A copy of an Ingham Collegiate Institute Catalogue was among the artifacts placed in the cornerstone of Elmira's first building in 1855.


27. Laws of 1857; Henry J. Van Lennep, Ingham University, 16.
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35. Data summarized from the annual Ingham *Synopses and Catalogues* for the years 1856-1857 through 1891-1892, supplemented for years with missing catalogues by data from other sources.


37. Data summarized from "Minutes of the Councilors of Ingham University, 1857-1883," and from Ingham *Synopses and Catalogues*, supplemented for years with missing catalogues by data from newspaper and other sources.

38. Dr. Cox's statement appears in the *Synopsis* for 1856-1857, 18-19; Henry J. Van Lennep, *Ingham University*, 29; and Totheroh's statement was reported in the *Le Roy Gazette* (June 18, 1890). Alumnae data from *1890 Alumnae Catalogue* and other Ingham sources.

39. Beyond some statements in early *Catalogues* that most likely came from Emily's hand, few other writings by her, and none by sister Marietta, exist. Other faculty members and trustees penned the policy statements in the annual *Catalogues*. Alumnae writings such as those of Sarah Whiting (see note 41) and Agnes McGiffert, "The Stones in Ingham's Buildings," and the views of onlookers, such as faculty dependent E.J. Van Lennep and alumnae's son Edward H. Bangs, capture the flavor and focus of the institution.

40. Anner Peck, who graduated from Ingham in 1866, kept a journal during her first 14 months; the original manuscript and a typescript copy are at the Le Roy House. Sarah Whiting, mentioned above, was active in alumnae affairs until her death in 1927, and she presented several essays covering her memories of Ingham. The alumnae motto is mentioned in several alumnae publications. The association later held regular commemorative convocations.

41. Sarah F. Whiting, from Ingham's class of 1864, was asked by Henry Durant to teach at Wellesley, where she served for 37 years as a professor of physics. Similarly reported is the service of Emma Louise Parsons in English at Fisk and of Harriet Ballantine in physical education at Vassar. General McClellan received word of his Ingham degree just before the Battle of Rich Mountain in July 1861, and sent a letter of appreciation, which was published in the *Rochester Daily Union and Advertiser* (July 18, 1861).

43. Details drawn from news items in the *Le Roy Gazette*, 1883-1898; Lampson Papers, Yale University, and Sarah Whiting, "The Elements of Permanent Worth to Leroy and the Country at Large in the works of Marietta Ingham and Emily Ingham Staunton." The report of the overheard conversation is from an aged Le Roy resident who heard the story in the 1930s from a Lampson acquaintance; the "whitened bones" observation is from E.J. Van Lennep to Judge William Coon, March 7, 1933.

44. Marietta died on June 5, 1867, in Le Roy and was buried on the institution's grounds; later, her remains were reinterred in Le Roy's Machpelah Cemetery.

45. Though, like her sister, tiny and disposed toward frailness, she survived almost until her 79th birthday, dying on November 1, 1889, in Oil City, Pennsylvania. She was also laid to rest on the Ingham grounds and later reinterred in Machpelah Cemetery.

School of Education, Northwestern University, classroom scene from 1950. *Courtesy*: University Library Archives, Northwestern University.
Places Where Status Is Sought

NANCY HOFFMAN

Temple University


WHEN ABBOTT LAWRENCE LOWELL RETIRED from the Harvard presidency in 1933, he advised the Board of Overseers that the School of Education—then 13 years old—was a “kitten that ought to be drowned.” While Lowell’s language is more vivid than most critics of schools of education, his sentiments frequently represent a recurring theme among university faculty and administrators, politicians, policy-makers, and lay persons interested in public education. When American public schools are perceived to be failing as they are now, and were, for example, in the late 1950s, we lay the failure at the door of schools of education. Sometimes we say that teachers know their subjects, but not how to teach them; sometimes, that they only know how to teach, but not what. Sometimes we say that the social and economic problems kids bring to school are more than schools should handle, but we look at schools of education anyway to train school people to be surrogate parents, priests, therapists, social workers, physicians, and community organizers. If we ask a great deal of schools of education, they barely murmur a response. Lacking clearly defined missions, they neither provide an analysis of the vast inequalities in society that make the job of schools so difficult nor do they claim firmly that they are committed to the social and intellectual growth of children as their sphere of practice and research.

The thoughtful books under review barely mention children, learning, poverty, inequalities, national education policies, or politics. Instead, these books address the major historical preoccupations of schools of education—especially the unending quest for status and respect in the academic world. All else follows: emulation of arts and sciences faculty members; an unhealthy—and sometimes unfulfilled—preoccupation with research; confu-
sion about mission, purpose, and programs; and education of researchers, administrators, and policy-makers at the expense of classroom teachers. A concerned citizen who attended a faculty meeting in a leading school of education would hear little of immediate use to classroom teachers. Discussions, instead, would involve obtaining massive research contracts, recruiting stars from competing schools, and placing policy-makers and recent Ph.D.'s in high places.

These books chronicle a major "disconnect" or mismatch between the nation's need for thousands of capable, effective, confident teachers and the historic commitments and interests of schools of education. Beset from their inception in the 1830s with problems of status and prestige, very few schools of education have ever freed themselves from the pursuit of respectability in academia long enough to construct an appropriate, effective agenda for educating teachers and other school professionals. Schools of education, like colonized countries, have great difficulty in developing and promoting their own identities and independence.

Schools of education, unlike law and medical schools to which they are often invidiously compared, have always confronted three nearly insuperable disadvantages. First, these schools, though usually led by men, are tainted by involvement in a woman's profession whose clientele is the young. Second, grant and contract funding in education is exquisitely susceptible to trends, political sea changes, and the need for quick fixes. Low alumni incomes translate at best into small donations. Third, unprotected by the perception of special expertise that frightens off interrogators, schools of education are everybody's business, particularly the business of school professionals, politicians, and academics with conflicting agendas. Bluntly, schools of education are female, poor, and bossed around—and once again are under particular scrutiny. Let me explain why.

After a period of ferment and innovation in the sixties and early seventies resulting from perceived Soviet competition, and the massive expansion of higher education enrollments—a 140 percent increase in a decade—schools of education endured a period of retrenchment and decline. A peak in the college going population, a dip in the school age population, and a mass exit of strong women students with myriad career choices left schools of education floundering. Many schools kept what faculty they could by developing programs that were supposedly education-related, but not directly involved in schools.

Then came Reagan administration policies that enabled the rich to become richer and that dismantled social programs intended to improve the quality of life for the poor. The poor grew poorer and more alienated just as the business community realized that, given the demography of the United States, their participation was increasingly necessary in the labor force. Reaganomics thus exacerbated poverty, while highlighting the poor educational outcomes of those who were forced into it. Terrel Bell, secretary of ed-
ucation in the first Reagan administration, rang the alarm with *A Nation At Risk* (1983). Three years later, the Carnegie Forum for Education and the Economy sponsored *A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the Twenty-first Century* while a group of ed school deans lead by Michigan State’s Judith Lanier issued *Tomorrow’s Teachers: A Report of the Holmes Group*. Other national reports and recommendations followed, including John Goodlad’s *Teacher’s for Our Nation’s Schools, The Moral Dimensions of Teaching,* and *Places Where Teachers are Taught*, the historical essays reviewed here. The Holmes report and the Goodlad industry spawned teacher education reform networks. George Bush, the “education president,” weighed in with America 2000, and the New American Schools program. The nation is thus once again in the midst of a major school reform movement that interrupts school life as we know it as profoundly as did the alternative school movement of the sixties and desegregation in the seventies.

But the reform movement is not unified; its most progressive segment views teaching as a “shadowed profession,” and calls for “teacher professionalism” that aims to free teachers to become educational leaders in their own schools. These progressives may not know that the shadows were there from the start. The public normal school enjoyed a few years in the limelight in its first incarnation as Horace Mann’s brainchild. But this innovation revealed the problems to come. The first class at Cyrus Pierce’s school in Lexington, Massachusetts was comprised of women, not men; farmer’s daughters, not the children of professionals. These students had no other educational choices since most high schools and academies were closed to women, too expensive, or required greater academic preparation. The first principal worried that faculty members would try to teach Latin and Greek when the students needed not even a course on teaching elementary subjects, but a review of these subjects themselves. Political conflict preceded and followed the founding of the school.

Jurgen Herbst’s *And Sadly Teach: Teacher Education and Professionalization in American Culture* goes beyond this well-known story. “The refusal to educate, encourage, and value public school teachers as professionals and to grant them the independence of professional status in their classrooms,” Herbst argues, “is the chief and most persistent cause underlying the recurrent complaints about, and malaise of, American public education.” This malaise, he argues, was present almost from the start of formal teacher training; schoolmen abandoned the education of the female classroom teacher not long after the normal schools were set up to train them. Herbst’s story is not well known because the few historians of teacher education focus on the “flagship” institutions, and ignore the rest of the flotilla. Herbst traces the evolution of teacher education from the perspective of the “lowliest” student—the young woman aspiring to teach in a rural school—from the one-year normal course for elementary teachers, to normal school, to teachers colleges that offered the B.A., to branch campuses.
or state colleges, to the multi-purpose state universities that evolved by the 1920s. Herbst also reviews the relation of several elite schools of education to the education of classroom teachers. And Sadly Teach thus chronicles a little-known history of educational institutions, and contributes to women's educational history.

Herbst sees gender, political interference, a quest for upward mobility, and the male educator's obsession with professionalism as key contributors to the failure to educate a professional corps of teachers. Gender is also a central analytic category for Geraldine Clifford and James Guthrie in Ed School. Clifford pioneered the study of women teachers in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. Though Herbst cites neither her work nor that of other historians of women's education in the nineteenth century, the evidence he marshals about gender discrimination parallels their work.

Lacking, however, a contextual understanding of the construction and transformation of gender roles in the nineteenth century, the book reads in part like a male plot to dispossess women of their rights to professionalism rather than as a piece in a complex renegotiation of gender roles resulting from industrialization, the "cult of domesticity," the development of separate spheres, and, most important, the rise of a women's rights movement.

Let me give one example of how the absence of a broader context in women's history prevents Herbst from drawing an almost self-evident conclusion about midwestern state colleges. Midwestern normal schools evolved at the end of the nineteenth century as a form of public high school education serving rural constituencies. Designed to train teachers, these "people's" schools rapidly responded to community requests for general education. As public high schools spread, normal schools upgraded admissions policies, turned to the training of high school rather than elementary teachers, and added years to their curricula. Wisconsin students from Whitewater and Platteville, the first state colleges, transferred as juniors to the university. Four-year teacher's colleges began to replace the two- and three-year normal schools by the 1920s—the term "normal school" was obsolete by 1940. University schools of education, also founded at the turn of the century, eclipsed the teacher's colleges, and sent them on a quest for prestige reflected in contemporary tensions and debates about teacher training, school practice, and research.

Herbst tells this story in terms of gender. Normal school principals de-emphasized the training of women elementary teachers and tended to "march in a collegiate direction" attractive to men. David Felmley, the president of Illincis State Normal School, struggled to attract men to a profession he believed repelled them because it was increasingly feminized. A champion of professional education of elementary and high school teachers in the normal school, not in the university, Felmley himself, Herbst points out, was reacting to class discrimination; he wanted to compete with the higher status state universities. The "sad" story for Felmley was that once
the University of Illinois founded its school of education where “the new empirical science of education took command,” his school, like other normal schools, could not compete for men who wanted to train as high school teachers and administrators, and was left to educate women.

This story is not incorrect; but readers would better understand the schoolmen’s vehement insistence on the deleterious effects of feminization if Herbst emphasized the threat that women posed to men’s position in the labor force, especially as prestigious jobs in high school teaching and administration proliferated. The turn of the century was a turning point in women’s labor force participation. Women had become, one historian noted, “permanent public participants in economic life, and...their civic and all other rights were thenceforward inescapable.” For each woman “abandoned” by school men in single purpose normal schools, many more attended state colleges, universities, and liberal arts colleges. In 1910, 39.6 percent of college students were women; the percentage increased to 47.3 in 1920. Women who might have been ghettoized in a normal school could become social workers, lawyers, journalists, architects, and writers. Protests against “effeminization” of universities and professions were not restricted to teaching. Thus, while Herbst portrays the period as a dim one for the education of women teachers, it is in fact the period of victory for women’s entrance into higher education. Herbst would not have missed this point had he set his eye more broadly on the history of women’s education, not solely on the history of women as educators.

Attending largely to twentieth century history, Places Where Teachers are Taught picks up Herbst’s story. More a series of background papers than a finished historical study, Goodlad’s book provides the historical context for Teachers for Our Nation’s Schools. Goodlad convened a group of historians to write case studies of 29 representative, if not well-known, institutions: nine private, major, comprehensive universities, including Mercer University, Georgia, and Drake University, Iowa; nine public, regional, comprehensive universities with normal school backgrounds, including Central State University, Oklahoma, and San Francisco State University; seven doctoral-granting research universities, including Temple University, Pennsylvania, and the University of California, Berkeley; and, four four-year liberal arts colleges, including Coe College (Iowa) and Mills College (California).

After completing campus visits, archival work, and interviews, the group identified common themes: stability and instability, the search for institutional identity, teaching and research, fragmentation, discontinuities, the knowledge-practice tension, and commitment to urban education. Goodlad’s essay, “Connecting the Past to the Present,” introduces the themes, and Robert Levin’s overview, “Recurring Themes and Variations,” links them to the following chapters. These pieces create a sometimes cumbersome framework for the case studies that follow; the
problem is not the themes identified, but rather the attempt to write history backward to justify Goodlad's powerful critique of contemporary schools of education. Levin's frequent references to Goodlad's themes, work, data, and findings leads readers to ask what the essay adds. Readers may, by the time they arrive at the case studies, feel they are in the grips of an orthodoxy rather than a genuine questioning of the material. In addition, several case studies heavily paraphrase secondary sources. Herbst's history and interpretation, for example, dominate the chapter on the nineteenth century normal school. Some authors, overburdened by the need to cover nine complex institutions in a single essay, overwhelm us with facts about institutions for which we have little context. Nonetheless, this volume makes available materials from "average" institutions, whose histories usually remain within their campus communities. And essays, such as Linda Eisenmann's, that do not adhere to Goodlad's themes produce fresh perspectives.

Eisenmann looks at Pennsylvania government bureaucracy and at competition for markets for pre- and inservice teacher education. The teacher certification function, she reminds us, permits states to regulate and shape the curricula of both public and private institutions—as they cannot with liberal arts education. Eisenmann's analysis of institutional competition for teacher education candidates reminds us that the field can be a big business. Usually certified and employed in the state in which they are educated, teachers are a desirable constituency for whom institutions will enter into serious political maneuvering. Mission, purpose, and standards for teacher education programs are always an institutional responsibility, but state politics and economics decisively affect the quality and purposefulness of teacher education programs.

Eisenmann describes, for example, the impact of Thomas Finegan, a progressive state superintendent, on Pennsylvania between 1919 and 1923. Under Finegan's leadership, the Pennsylvania legislature enacted a law requiring two years of study beyond high school for teacher certification and a guaranteed salary scale for those meeting the requirement. Public and private teacher preparation programs improved rapidly and dramatically. When Finegan was voted out, however, Penn State, the institution with greatest "political savoir faire," and politically powerful, well-endowed private institutions dominated the Pennsylvania teacher education landscape. Absent a champion, the normal schools were left to compete with each other for the remaining spoils, and they did not fare well. Indeed, calls for their closure abounded as Penn State, and then Temple extended their inservice training networks far and wide between 1930 and 1960. The mediocre quality and confusion of purpose associated with normal schools, Eisenmann demonstrates, cannot be laid exclusively at the doorsteps of these institutions. By forcing these schools to compete with flagship institu-
tions, the state exacerbated their tendency to imitate the academic culture of research universities.

"Abiding by the 'Rule of the Birds'" by Charles Burgess, gives greatest cause for optimism. Burgess focuses on teacher education in small liberal arts colleges, a site usually overlooked in discussions of teacher training. Despite their very different histories—Mills College began as a young ladies' seminary and Berry College in northwest Georgia began as a boarding school for poor, rural white boys—teacher education has flourished. At Mills, where women had always come to be teachers, and where teaching itself was an on-campus mission, the Department of Child Development and the model Children's School have had the continued respect of the faculty. Berry linked work, worship, and learning, and told students from the start that taking their knowledge out into mountain schools had a "multiplier effect."

Teacher preparation has fared well, notes Burgess, even at small liberal arts colleges where teaching was not the original mission. These colleges, he observes, are above all "teaching places." Scale enhances collegiality and excellence can be acknowledged without regard to departmental affiliation. Burgess detects more willingness in these small institutions to teach methods courses across departments, and to see teacher preparation as an institution-wide service to the communities in which graduates will work. This view would explain the origins of Teach for America, which attracts liberal arts graduates with a sense of social mission. Rather than being marginalized outside of the academic mainstream because they are not choosing law, medicine, or business, these students receive praise from their professors and institutions for their commitment to service and their altruism. But pressure toward research and publication, Burgess adds, has invaded these "teaching places," and has begun to erode the healthy continuity between secondary and postsecondary teaching.

*Ed School: A Brief for Professional Education* is the most challenging and provocative book of the three. The subject of numerous reviews and a symposium in the *History of Education Quarterly*, the book has been curiously "misread." Most critics barely discuss the authors' interpretation of the history of elite schools of education that makes up the body of the book. Rather, they oppose the recommendations that ed schools do away with the undergraduate education major, and decry the absence of prescriptions for reorienting teacher education. The power of the book, however, is not in the conclusion but in the argument that "the more the elite ed schools become ensnared in the academic and political cultures of their institutions, the more distant they have become from the public schools they are duty bound to serve." Clifford and Guthrie blame deans who "today are attempting to exert the dominant influence over the restructuring of teaching in ways that continue to celebrate researchers over teachers, educational sciences over eclectic craft knowledge." Reviewers may be part of a problem they choose
not to address, or may be embarrassed by the story, but their silence confirms the problem. The search for prestige and its consequences are not a subject for debate and discussion, no matter how convincingly documented.

Little in my experience with an elite and an average school of education disputes the Clifford-Guthrie history, though the very recent past gives some cause for hope. Furthermore, the work of Herbst and Goodlad, and that of Arthur Powell in *The Uncertain Profession*, corroborates the destructive search for academic prestige, the emulation of the research model, and the disparagement of the practical and applied model of professional education. Indeed, the powerful internal battles within ed schools and between ed schools and other faculties in their universities highlight the values of the liberal arts professorate as reflected in, imposed upon, and caricatured by schools of education.

Given the preoccupation with prestige, Clifford and Guthrie argue, we can learn about all schools of education from studying “the best.” Since the graduates and faculty of these schools circulate from one to the other, they spread and enforced the elite school culture. The book draws its examples from a 1934 ranking that included Teachers College (Columbia University), Harvard, Ohio State, Stanford, the University of California—Berkeley, Chicago, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, and Yale. Illinois, Wisconsin, and UCLA replace Yale and Iowa for the recent history. These ed schools—unlike Herbst’s normal schools, state colleges, and ladies’ seminaries that were founded as teacher-training institutions—were grafted upon established institutions with strong academic cultures.

From the start, elite schools of education emphasized graduate study and conceded the mass production of teachers to normal schools and teachers colleges. School bureaucratization led these schools to fill the need for educational managers and to produce educational research. But, Clifford and Guthrie succinctly note, “just as the education professional, especially teachers, often found too little in common with the professors in leading schools of education, the latter found their campus colleagues not very accepting of them.” To increase their respect on campus, schools of education thus sought to hire liberal arts faculty. Many currently tenured senior faculty, for example, joined ed school faculties in the late sixties and early seventies not as a first choice, but as a consequence of the tightening job market. These job hungry economists, sociologists, and psychologists were attracted by federal and other funding for education research, but had no special interest in, or commitment to, education. Their presence broadened the intellectual community and added some trappings of academic respect, but they also delayed and confused discussion about mission and purpose.

“Academic Politics and Institutional Cultures” shows how the search for prestige and respectability and the availability of liberal arts Ph.D’s played out at Stanford, Teacher’s College, and University of Chicago between 1955 and 1985. We hear the living voices of deans, faculty members, select re-
view committees, and college presidents as they close, revive, and transform schools and programs, often making them irrelevant to school persons seeking practical education. To emphasize research, Stanford arranged joint appointments in behavioral and social sciences for its faculty. These discipline-based faculty members "looked good from afar," Clifford and Guthrie report, though students complained about the absence of concern for practice. Despite suspicion on campus, Stanford achieved the desired result—a rise to the top in the ed school ratings where it remains today. Happily, this small but powerful gem has recently achieved academic respect not only for its high quality research, but also for the training received by a select group of future school practitioners.

Teacher's College, Clifford and Guthrie's nominee for the "closest thing to a true national professional school," played the prestige game differently. The old interdisciplinary Foundations of Education department, for example, became the Department of Philosophy and Social Science, and faculty members held titles such as professor of sociology and education. Lawrence Cremin, the first chair of the new department and later T.C. president, supported this emphasis on traditional disciplines with its accompanying broadening of scope; he himself had won the Bancroft and Pulitzer Prizes in American History, and thought quite reasonably that professors of education should concern themselves "with influences on children of all kinds, not just those that happen to occur in schools." Because of its size, its earlier striving for approval from Columbia's graduate schools, and its refusal to circumscribe the constituencies it serves, T.C. is today spread thin. Lacking a clear mission, or a strong base of support at Columbia, the school depends on the tuition of the kind of part-time students who usually attend schools of education—not the superstars who will leave teaching—at a cost to its reputation.

Given an institutional culture characterized by the "single minded devotion to the unfettered pursuit of new knowledge," education at the University of Chicago was always an unimportant departmental responsibility. One department in 1959 characterized teacher training as an "accident" caused by "failure to complete the Ph.D., or failure to secure a college or university position." A story so complicated that it defies summary, Chicago's graduate school of education closed in 1931, and reopened in 1958 as an arm of the ongoing Department of Education located in the Division of Social Sciences. The new graduate school was not intended to equal other Chicago graduate schools, but rather to serve as an administrative unit to train high school teachers at the graduate level. Less than two decades later, it merged with the department, a clear statement of "downscaling." Chicago, most consistently among the institutions described, had a stance toward the practice-research debate: research mattered above all. The Chicago style, Clifford and Guthrie comment, was not to imitate ambitious schools of education—"Too many dangers followed." Hence, while its small number
of strong scholars gives the Chicago department a strong academic reputation, no one looks there for a model of educating school practitioners.

No reader comes away from these books without asking if schools of education can—and should—be saved. The answers lie in their history, a history so consistently negative, so filled with abandoned ideals that the authors—despite their insider status—seem astonished by their own words. Clifford and Guthrie, in the epilogue to *Ed School*, dismiss the argument that tension between academic and school culture is healthy. “Trying to mediate between the relatively insular culture of academe and the wide-open world of public education, schools of education have been troubled places for most of their histories.” The tensions, they conclude, have been “predominantly unproductive and defeating.” Clifford and Guthrie argue for retaining schools of education, but their program—to reorient schools of education to the education profession and away from academe—has a century and a half of history against it. Herbst and the Goodlad authors are more willing than Clifford and Guthrie to prescribe treatments for schools of education, and we may place their views in the context of current prescriptions.

The current wave of school reform employs such buzz words as “teacher professionalism,” “school-based management,” “national standards,” and “restructuring,” and focuses on schools, districts, and states as the locus of change. But questions about the role of schools of education, particularly the training of teachers, are woven through every facet of the reform movement. Of the authors reviewed, only Herbst argues for an intense undergraduate induction into teaching followed by several years in the classroom, and then by a discipline-based master’s degree. The Holmes group and the Carnegie Forum advocate abandoning the undergraduate education major in favor of strong liberal arts education. Both groups also advocate graduate level professional preparation, including internships and residencies in schools. Goodlad’s proposals for autonomous centers of pedagogy most directly threaten schools of education—pilot programs are currently in formation. Several states and districts are already experimenting with a Carnegie Forum proposal for career ladders for teachers so that excellent teachers have choices besides leaving the isolated classroom for administration. Carnegie also supports the national board for professional teaching standards that certifies the achievement of teachers who choose to be tested.

A number of these strategies are external to schools of education, and are designed to exert pressure on them from outside constituencies dissatisfied with their performance. Thoughtful faculty committed to the improvement of public education still think wishfully of shutting down the nation’s schools of education and beginning anew within the liberal arts. Over the last decades, schools districts have learned that often the least useful source of renewal is a university’s school of education. Furthermore, there exist
today a cadre of college teachers in liberal arts departments knowledgeable about pedagogy, experienced in remediating the difficulties of their first year students. And the movement to create school-college collaborations frequently bypasses schools of education, tapping the subject matter knowledge of these liberal arts faculty and linking it to the pedagogical knowledge of master teachers in the public schools. Furthermore, recruitment and access of underrepresented groups to higher education, a major concern of higher education today, has not been the province of schools of education.

Some ed schools have taken a leadership role since the publication of A Nation at Risk, but the jury is still out on whether an extensive, entrenched enterprise can change. The large graduate schools, of course, continue to certify thousands of teachers. But an aging faculty is less and less connected to—or present in—public schools, and universities have hired few new education faculty members. The Harvard Graduate School of Education (HGSE), the school I know best, gives some cause for optimism. In the 60s HGSE pioneered the master of arts in teaching, but by the late seventies the school had no programs for teachers; offered minimal education for school administrators; and focused little research on educational issues in school settings. The Counseling and Consulting Psychology program, the largest Ed.M. program, attracted students who wanted social service or business careers. HGSE tenured no faculty members between 1975 and 1984.

Today, in contrast, HGSE educates and certifies 100 teachers in model programs, trains urban superintendents, and collaborates with city and suburban schools. School-based faculty research is changing school practice. Stanford, even smaller than Harvard, also strengthened its commitments to schools and school-related research. Michigan State, among the large public institutions, housed the Holmes Group, successfully and visibly seized the agendas of the national reports, and identified state programs and policy—in other words, politics—as its key arena.

But the history that precedes these positive changes, and the difficulty in moving a large enterprise, makes it hard to believe that ed schools have attained a threshold of change. Harvard, Stanford, Michigan State, and some other institutions may innovate, but their programs and approaches are not necessarily appropriate to the state colleges, land grant universities, and four-year private institutions where the majority of teachers are trained.17 These “lesser” schools face the greatest challenge: to educate several hundred thousand competent teachers needed in the next few years.

Schools of education will no doubt survive into the next century, but they cannot flourish until the education of teachers matters to university faculties as a whole, and until schools of education have the courage and freedom to declare that their first commitments are not to academic culture but to school improvement. These schools must, however, also analyze the causes
of the crisis for children in this country. Ed schools cannot alone solve problems of poverty, discrimination, and profound alienation, but accomplishments will be few until they become more political—more willing to attack and critique the policies and institutions that make their work appear so hopeless.

Neighborhoods in the city where I work look like third world slums: men warm their hands over trash can fires, women trailed by three and four children step over broken glass; bodies wrapped in rags lie on the sidewalks downtown; families live in abandoned cars. Seven to ten inhabited houses collapse each week in my city; last spring, measles killed a dozen unvaccinated children, and grandmothers banded together to seek services for the crack-affected children of their children. Schools of education cannot train teachers and principals to rehabilitate housing or give vaccinations. They must not, as Clifford and Guthrie comment, be assigned "almost every social problem or aspiration the nation has ever encountered." But they can provide intellectual and political leadership; they can reflect back to society the choices we make—and allow to be made on our behalf—to perpetuate devastating social inequalities.13
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17. The 444,000 education majors in 1,190 institutions in 1983 represent a 35 percent decline in a decade, but this number was surpassed only by business majors. In 1990, 7,900 doctorates were awarded in education, more than English, math, physical science, and social science combined. See *The Almanac of Higher Education* (Chicago, Ill.: The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 39; and *The 1989 Education Indicators* (Washington, D.C.: National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, 1989), 85.
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